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I. GENERAL SUMMARY, OF PROGRESS

This ptoject represents a:renewalofearliet"'Workonjndi'Vf4ualized
"InstrUction for Data/Accesa'(IIDA).,' Begun in julyA.976,:wih4h4ial.,7:-
funding..for one year, the ptojeCt was resumed in April 1978 end 4:,4'6- _-.

be completed intwoyears. This series of-quarterly/tepotta.is nPlaned
to report 3n depth:onseleCtd aspects of the project and.taontain ill-:
briei.,:overall progtesa.statement in each :tepott..1

' 7. 7. .

.
.

,

With the;renewal Of;the project in-1978 cap*:a Changa4nkits'goald..'
Initially,' we intended td:ptoduce a fully'operational:-eriace. i.e. l not

01onlyonly a' fUnctioning system,but a system made avail -e;10 wide body of
users on an eventually self -supporqing basis ::'In view of the redUction.

of emphasiszjOn user .,training by. ISVS DivisionOf%InforMation Science
and Technology, we are now restrictingaurselyes taprovingl the concept
with emphisis on what can be learned from it F6nctionally, thistheana:.
Ai reduced emphasis'an computer Programming and.Oplanning for marketing
the system. ;There -i.8 na change4n the.baSit-logio oOhe Ityateth,. :tot
eXpeiiMental.putpoSes,,At.isnot.neCessarytO beab*t0erVe more than:,
a single 'die'r at 'a time,: and. considetabb(rednOeathe*MpUter"-prO-
giAMMing-effOttof the project.' H '!. ". 4. ; -', ''.

The project staff are
is concerned with 'studying
process, and developing an
of IIDA. The, computer gro
and testin&ol the requisi
is concentrated on program

7, -

divided into two gtoUpS.//I,Tbe behavioral' group

the search proceja-Hdevelbping a mOdel,af..the
carrying out p ans far testing and. evaluation
p is concerned; th the design, implementation
e computer ;programs. The bulk of this report
design.

,/

We.ate pleased to havelhvailable'r Us./an-Ovensight committee, omPosed
of-distinguished.persons active in the deSign',.use, or research into
active information syStems. A first meeting was held on June 16, 198,and
additional meetings are planned at apprOXimately six -month intet;valathere-.
after. :Committee members are::

Professor Frances J.:Reintjei, MhSsachuSetts Ihatitute::of:TechnOlOgy-
MS, Barbara Lawrence, Ex5g*Research.and Engineeting Company
,ProfeSsar. Jetty.S. Kidd, University of Mhtyland'
1r. Mhtio"C Grignettii Bolt,,Betanek-and Newman-

members are:

Professor CharleaT. Meadow, Principal Investigator; School of
Lihrgary cityl Tnfnrmtition cniganrea, ungv.,94.1-y

Professor Thomas T. Swett, Department of Psychology and
Sociology, D.rexel University.

lir. David E. Toliver, Franklin Institute Research Laboratories
Ms. Janet V, Edelmann, Franklin Institute Research Laboratories
Ms. Sari Scott, SLIS, Drexel University
Mr. Jerry Warren, SLIS, Drexel UniversitY
Ms. Carol Fenichel, SLIS, Drexel University

Assisting as,a eqnSultant on evaluation is Dr. Robert Rich,'Princeton (University.



. hIDA COMPUTER SYSTEM DESIGN

ItitiOdu/etion'N

The IIDA computer system has been previously described as consisting of
three processors; the instructional processor,. the communications 'Processor,

and the data basei,p ocessor.,

The instr
base search.
and'eXecutes
the overall's
be/exclusivel:/,

uCtit

ibnal processor is a set of program's which mediate the data
both cbntrols the sequence in: which comands Tay be issued

agnostic programs which analyze bdth particular donniands and
rch strategy. New software written for the IIDA project will

for-the instructional processor.

The communications processdr is a set of programs which perform all .

functions related, to the handling of messages between userS\at terminals and
the instructional processor, and between the instructional 0 ocessor and the

data base processor? The IIDA project has borrowed software eveloped by th

Connector for Networked/Information Transfer (CONIT) project2 t 14.I.T. to

perform all communications progessor function's: CONIT.also.provides the
frameWork for a rule=driven interpreter -- a saftware construct that will be

used extensively. by IIDA. .,,! , d
The data base processor performs informaticon retrieval functions and ha

access.to bibliographic data bases. There will he a. single data base

processor for the IIDA project, the DIALOG search service operated by Lockhe

Information Systems. IIDA will Use the DIALOG system without modification.
To DIALOG, the computer in which IIDA resides will appear as just another

terminal.

Development of IIDA software will, be done on M.I.T.'s Honeywell 6180

computer,,running under the MULTICS operating system. This computer was

chosen largely because CONIT was developed on it and resides in it now. Same

4 changeswere made to MULTICS to accommodate CONIT'S telecommunications
-,
44!-Kequitements. IIDA will benefit from these changes' and will. Plot "require
,

simalar system programming on another computer. Also, software interchange
:between the:two projects'will be achieved by issuing a few monitor commands,
:rather than-by physically transporting tapes of CONIT software to another IIDA

';`site. Finally, a dial-out ,peripheral was installed .on MULT1CS fdr the CONIT

project. In its early d.-:.-,74opment, IIDA will he ,Ille to 04ire,this unit with

s

ed,

CONIT.

l'IMeadow, Charles T., et al, Individualized `Instruction for Data Access

(IIDA):, Final Design Report, NSF Grant No. DS1776-0973/, Philadelphia:

Drexel University, Graduate School of Library Science, July,,1977, p: 31.

2MardUS,-R. 14.:a:-.jesi-J. F. Computer Interfaces for User Acceseto
,

Heterogeneous Information Retrieval Systems, M.I.T. Electrohig .SystemS,

Laboratory Report ESL rR-739yNSF Grant Nti.. SIS75722946;Cathridge, Mass.:
Massheiusetts.Institute of Technology, April 191%



Users at

remote

terminals

l(Philadelphia

and

elsewhere)

/ . /

'threeFigireA,.% The System can be considered/ as consistpg of processors: Instfuctionalv

Communications;, and Data Base. IIDhoftyare makes up the Instructional ProPessoh 'Software bOrt0104

from CCJIT and the MULTICS AutO4all,derIcemake. up .therCommunications Processor.. DIALOG Software.

makes up 000a, Base:PronessOr./MULTICS:iS.the oPeratpg sysfiem of M.I. Honeywell 6180 coMpUterl,

the intermediate Computer in which both COgIT and IIDA are locatd4. : L.



)

Refer tolFigure 1.1 for an overview of the entire IID4 configurations....
Note that ,users will be able to access IIDA in MULTICS through the Telenet
communications network; CONIT will be' able tb interchange sofware;
and IIDA will be able to -acce s DIALOG through either4the Telenet or Tymnet
cOmmunications netwpilcs , as\ NIT does presently.

, .,
The remainderiof this, hapter will' discuss: an overview of the CONIT

system; what,,,IIDA will be 1,1 1,ng,..of the NIT, software;*the overall "flow and a-
detailed description of the IIDA aciftw e; the data-structures used by 'IIDA;''
and a detailed descriptfon of ithe diagn stic programs.



of ,tie CONIT' 17§tem1

OONIT's overall configuration is much like IIDA's as represented
flo

in

'Figure 1.1. IIDA is tied.into DIALOG,aloneYthOugh, can
serially access several search systems in a single sessign.. The primary pur-
pope.114.CONIT is to allow searchers of on-line biblisotrtphic systems to access;

'several such systems using a single command language. After users ',1 g into ,

CONIT,' they are -allowed to selectany-data base avlIlable through any of the_
partidipating vendors. 'These vendors inclgdf:. Lockheed,(DIALOO),, SDC

(OEBIX), NUM (ELHILL), and the SUNY Biomed#cal Network.

r
The user enters search commands specific to CONIT\ These; commands are

translated into commands with the same function in the langdage of ehe
vendor's search system. Aesponses the search system ate usually trans-

lated back. into formats speciTic'to the CONIT language. Thus, "one-stop-
shopping" in a, large*number of bibliographic data'basesis Rosible. In order

\omake itself useful to relatively naive users, CONIT provides ex4ensive ex-'
planations of the use of its commands, the data bases ailable, how to cor-

.

rect errors, etc.

The:most significant feaLres of CONIT for the IIDAsproject are -auto

matic dial-out capability, handling of communication to- and -from- users and ',

to-and-frosl search'systems, and a rule-driven interpreter for parsing, trans-
lation and'syntax verification.

. .

-

The dial7outicapability involves both software and hardware. The hard-

ware peripheral is.an "Auto-Call" device which allows MULTICS "under program,

controls to "call upwanother Omputer over regular switcled-telephone-line cir-

cuits."' Some MULTICS cperatingNsystem software had to be modified in order

to adopt this device for the CONIT application. FinallY, .CONIT_ soft re con-

taine procedurei which bring 'the dial-out capability directly under i s
control.

Communication between the CONIT system and-its users and between the

CONIT system and the data-base, -sear eh-syStems-involves_calls_to MULTICS system
subroutines from CONIT iprocedures. These procedures prepare the input, streams

for processing. In their turn,,alehese procedures Are called by special-actions
(subroUtines). invoked by rules in the rule -table andbOONIT'S control pro-
cedure. r '

The rule- -table is a list structure of single-line,rules, each of which is

made up of as manias seven pafts. These.are delimited from.'eaCh other by

Special'Characters. These seven parts are: -

1. Context-string (CS):,. °.a. character strin that.
speCifies the context.or situation

2. Match- string (MS); a character string o be,

f. "matched in the designated/input str am'

IMar-Cusr p. 9.



'Host-ms : message to be sent to the
host system.

Ifeerrmessage kUM): message to be sent to user;
New-context .(NC):- revised context, into

effect after rule exetutionw 4

Special- action, (SA): particular -function to
be perfoffned;

Com:Ant >(CI.1): 'has. no

The syntax of a rule, ,,with special- characters, i

/<CS5/01sv,,

Control of the entire search ife'ssion ,fit. the most general level can be per-
ceived as residing in the rule-,take.
rult, whose context-string matches-at leas the first few characters of Etke,

.context-string describing the current search-status. Another pointer indexes

c..

/NC>//.<SA$'(/.-.: 144,c<Ctf>

times a Pointer identifies a

theinput stream from both the us, and the retrieval syptem*in turn. When-
ever the context-string changes, the rule. table is` sea4ed .fort a match of
both the longest Most expliciteconte t-string and the ltingest initial ,sub
string of chdracters beginning at the °inter to,the input--stream.

When sucbfka match is ound in a rule the rule is executed. This involves
4qne or more, of the following: append g the string founA in the host-
message part of the rule to the 14st-messa e output-stream; '(2) appending the
string found in -the user-rneas'age part of th rule to the user-message output-
stream; (3) setting the current context of t e string tq the new-context part
of the rule; and (4) ,performing the special-action (PL /.1 subroutine) specified
in the special-action p,t of- the rule:,

1111,e pointer to the iinput7stream ,is 'tiositidned if the'match-string.was
not empty. The special-action may invo e the isolation of p lexeme, spoiling
a message, building a message, jetting cq un cations4parameters, and other-
wise controlling the sesston.

An example of eight related ules follow together with an eitplanation of4 p,.3each rule. TheseAi es--;are- writ en for-IIDA and are_not to be. found
CONIT. The rules' of. this example e selected froni among those inwhich
help -is requested by and given to ser. The user cyan call for Such help
With the command: /HELP. kmore Complete cession of the pi ng of
;this command can be found inwSection 4.3.

N,
(1) tut, .-/H:

, This rule applies after the zser has entetred a command beginning with
/H". The code "u" in the context-'strng indicates input from the user. (See.

tippendix A for a description -of codes 'A context-strings.) All input streams
are prefixed by "..-3" and °suffixed by "-..". by the CONIT control software.
The match--atrin here thus indicites an initial "/H''. The new-context is
changed to b with al-rill:" indicati the /HEI;P section of

, ,



rules, .The previous .connect stl.tus !tposiftons 2-4 of the context-otring),
network indicator (position/5), and search modelindicatoi Jpositiots 6-7) are

all preserved by the universal replacement code, the .coion. A protocci

sqquence number "9" is set. The specie-action timerec tecords in the' help
c.o.Pi.story data structure the time at which the user.requested help. This is one,

Of six data structures Maintained by IIDA on.,Student corrinande, search' status,
and

.

nd progresS `iks a whole. .-

(2) /h 9/ : . , 37i, //h. " 89//.. Iserates .
.

,Becauee of theIew 'context-

Jdasli Symbol in-the context
match this positiOn.::::In this

et above this rule ijilibe°vatched next. .

ring' is the whiversal mattiv'code -- any code will
le., the match string is empty also a

universal match conclitioh when there is no eXp icit match F' The user-message

string cOntains p cOde indexing a message ,in a table of 'messages. This code

4is used by the special-action':'semes" to send- thAt 'indexed message to the

user at his term141. In this ease, the paragrAph consists of a menu of help

alternatives. Only the protocol 491. is changed by the new .

context.. , A
40' A

(3) '111 , 89/:4/fit i88//..-send._.
M , 1,

"Send" is a ,special, - fiction which ',means either "senda-Lline" oirJneha-a-

,sentence," It:bal the effect of 'next seqlqng a-responSe ,.froM 04 user in-
.

,

.
,

ither case .

1,-

(4)' /h /: . //h. '*"137%)..h4da

. .

fleCause of they prototol .sequence .number "and the em ty matth, spring,. thjs: rule

1 be eXecuted: next. The only context change Mad by. the .rlew context is. a ...

ethented Protocol sequenq number.' The-special- C#On 'huOdateu:wih Up-.

the help history.'4ata structures wittr,the User s 'response7fr the 17 t

If

() 111

. .

MP.

Ahis, rule' will' be executed if the user. selected the third. option from?the last

ilienu-jq-,entering.-the_pumber3°13eCause-:theinput7Stream matches the lostcfr.,'.'

The;:lirotocoL sequence number-is -decremented...-Wthenew. context, The
.

SpeCial7aCticin fOrmat the history:.table.requested:As optioU'ITand

send it to the user.

(6), /h 7/:.,155,',//h 6//..senmes..

essage,indexed by the message -table is sent to,
indicates that furtHeilheip is available-. The user ie

on from any of thenienus he bas already seen.

ealionse ,to the last menu is sought



Suppose t,!iat "21" -is /th, code that, inctrcat s,. tha:the user is finished with
/milli:fit/Ina-from *hen Olin. is found in the input=streamt the - ,first ;'.
chaeactet , of the context changed, "f" to indicate -tharthe front-Tend
instruction section othe rules i43.,t? be executed nekt. The, symbol "+" saves .

alb e94es from the .old context begitihing' in the position of the "+". The *---N

"special action "htime" records .the;-xit time in the help 'data 'structure And
testae thethresho,ld to see if the 'user has ipentf ari itordinate °amount of time
for leis 'skill-level getting help froth



In floim-ArtPilecta 1CONIT frAdes more faci/ities Aftma
4
IIDA,'requireso CONIT

emphasizes translation. of ,48 own commands into 'Phose of the several vendors,
fl king allvases IIDA, though, will begin teaching iNeingle
4earcCeiTiteme.DIALOC, and will:restrict itself to Ole or two data bases.
Valid commands in the' DIALOG language will be transmitted'verbati :from user,

to, DIALOG. \, twvir

In other-respects, IIDA- requires -facilities of provided by CONIT. rIDA
will maintain -

stuctures', 'VurtherMor
-..modee abo that .toe conu_

,sequenCe; -CONIT doe.

600 sea hes din elaborate -fit and.data,
ly a lows commands in the cise

ed g adually and :in'a meani
;:ith r Ofthos6:requiremer'

`The Vu- systems mush; in common; both are search-meuidAug pro-
.

grams on an intermediate compu,ter. AIDA will build upoh most of theiCONIT
.1oftware in ode way or another. Software that handle6. communications will be
burowed.intact and without change. These procedures include those, which
Wable dialing*outto the network, logging,into DIALOG, receiving meqsages
from and sending me sages to both the search syst m and/the usershand handling
timeouts, and droOs ytheho computer. Also kep wi4tbe the "s stem-
1pftWare" for rule maintenance2and-processing.

Other°4oftware will We borrowed from CONIWA,y IIDA,as far as concept and
structure're concerned, although the detailed content will be completely .-

rewriqem. For`, instance, CONIT gives significant amounts of on-line assist--
ande outside the context of any particular 'search. IIDA assistance, however;
w 11 largely be within the context of a particulnr search. .MuA--cif the text

CONIT assistance is stored in tables that are called by` special-actions.
he content of these tables will *completely rewritten to reflect both the
IALOG search language and the'IIDA approach to assistave.f

his 'class of borrowed,software are the rules in the rule-tableAlbo in
And many of th ,special-actions. AlthoughIID4 will use the same general fOrm
ofthe rules; most of the rules will be.rOritfen explicitly for the IIDA
application. CONIT rules which deal with logging into DIALOG and conmiuni-
cations will.be maintained intact, however. Revision of the rule table will.
be talfen as far aschanging many of the codes and positional significalice of
the context strings in the rules. See Appendix A for a list of both the new
and borrowed code's in the context strigs.

SoMe CONIT software can be dropped. altogether for the purposes of IIDA.urys
Prdcedures developed to inforM the'user about the entire set of data Ases
available_ throughout all thesystems can be dropped since users of IIDA will )
be able to access only one or two data bases on the OIALOG.systemAll CONIT /
rules and spec,ial-actiOns which deal specifically with other systeMan be <

dropped, including those which enable logging into other systems, Since upA
will not he translating from ona language to another, the purpose of the rules
will shift frqm translation to control and identification. As a result,'.the

host- and user-message parts of the rules will not be used as extensively by
IIDA as they were by CONIT.

1: )



Finally, much nell{ software must be written for .the IIDA ap lication. This.

includes all diagnostic and other search analysi6 subroutines, he command and
reeponse parsers, the ,IIDA data structure-(search histbry) upda es., and much'
of the control sequence9.04 managed, by he rules.

\



-

Overall Flow of IIDA. Software'
A

. i

Refer to Figure 4.1 fOr a graphic representation of the floW of IIDA
Ceasing from a functiondl point-ofrview. - The various functions'ar ormed
by control moduleg, rules, and special-actions. Cont of mOdulds consist
largely; of unchanged CONN code; rules wilfslargely b4 written for the 'IIDA
application ; special-actions will be a mixture ofCONIT and IIDA code. See
Figure 4.2 for a list of functions; code sources, and types of piodedures. '''''
Both Figures 4:1 and 4,2 are keyed,to the nupbers of subsequent subsections of
.this report Which discuss the. functions and ibrocedures in tail. A summary
of this discusgion follows, with subsection numbers in theses. Again,

-.)

these numberi,correihte with those- in Figure 4.1. .

. Logging into MULTICS and calling fpr the'IIDk-system involveadon7
ventional protocols to be spelled. out for the us:er. A greeting will elicit
from the user some inforMation to help guide the 'course oe'',IIDA's
analysia and v- user will choose 9neof.four Mode's for his adarch.
These rdug'h1i tq the user's lev41 of skill in searching. Dialin
phenetwork al nto DIALOG is;'prOvided by existing CONIT software.

(4.2) CONIT software handles getting .the command from,the user. The user
will be cued with.'D1' for commiTilds directed to DIALOG and with 'I?' for re-
sponses ditecte&to IIDA.

i(4.3) If the user enters "/HELP", assistance- from.IIDA will follow in the
,,,J

form of menus from which the user may select the type of assistance he nee.U.
.Help consists of eXplanation of commands and reviews of the search from .

several differentlberspectives. The latter involves formatting the search
history dat truct

, 1

(9
ures.

. '

,,

(4.4 If the user doesn't enter "/HELP", the command is aspumed to be
directed to DIALOG. . The Verb-of the command is first identified. /f the verb

1.* is not a DIALOG command, this information is recorded. The user is told what -.,.."

\' commands are acceptable at this stage inJdOchosen mode. Control transfers,
back for the input of another_user cOmmand..&

4i.

(4.5) If the verb is a DIALOG command, rules determine icthe-verb is
acceptable,for th.e current search,Mode at this point in the search, If not
acceptable, a message jssissued.to the user to this effect and control trans-
fers back fOr the

1/4next

user input.

,
,t4.6) If the ,rb is acceptable for the current search mode, the entire

,o
L..

argument of the sets ch coOliland is parsed. bYspecial-actions for validation and
isolation of its lexemes. If the ,yntax is invalid, a'message is issued, to
this effect. IIDA will be very.sPecific as to what exactly is wrong with the
argument syntax. If the syntax is correct, lexemes are stored in the various
IIDA data structures and d'command.4.is relayed to DIALOG. Again the commun.'.

ications software ipro vda by CONIT.
Ar

(4:3). Between sending a command to DIALOG-end receiving a response, sig-
nificant 'd ays in term of computer processing time can be expected. What are
essentially ackground jobs" are executed during these delays. These jobs *-

(procedures) perform micro-analyses on the user's. search strategy. CONIT.
software is used to retrieve the DIALOG response from an input buffer.

v
1. p
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V
Log into
MULTICS /IIDA

'via Telenet

Greet user;
initialize
ITICAn; 1.--
0 r Di).
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Get command
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4:4 \
Identify
verb of
command
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specific
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. c
il Message that

syn-
tax is
error
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4.6 \i/
Rarse full
argurnent

,DIALOG
command

4. Is
syntax OK

9

Yes

4 .6'

Transmit
command,
to DIALOG

'Figure 4.1. Overall flow, bf IIDA programs. Numbers in the upper right hand
corner of the cicision and -a.ction boxes refer to Vie section of this
report in Which the decision ox action is discussed.
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Pisaiss'ed ' Code ..74/P

in Section Function . .. Source ..Pro

4.1 1,0g,into MIATIC8, IIDA & DIALOG CONIT

4.2 Get input from user ± CONIT

4.3 Give IIDA /HELP assistance IIDA

4.4 icintify .basic type of COmrhak IIDA R les
a

,

4.5 EValuate validity of mode °.&., IIDA R les'

4.5 Messages for invalid mode IIDk. ules & s.a.
'it

a

4.6 Parse argument of DIALOCcommands IIDA pecial actions

4.6 Update data structures IIDA .Special actions
Ifla

4.6 Mesia es for invalid syntax IIDA Rules & #.I.---

, 4.6 command, to DIALOG

4.7-

4.7 'Get respont frOm DIALOG

4.8 Process "DIALOG error message

proced6ing

4.8

4.9

4.9 Update

4.9

Process other,system errors

Parse DIALOG response

a structures

response to userTransmi

4 JO Evaluate diagnostic thresholds

4.11 ffetaile&2analysis &Hdiscussion

4.12 Handling the "END" coMmand

4.13 '; Mode- oriented instruction

CONIT Sliecial action

IIDA S.a. & contr,o1

CONIT Control

IIDA Rules & S.

CONIT's. . Rules. &

IIDA Special actions

IIDA v Special actions

CONIT Special ac ion

IIDA Special ac ions.

IIDA

IIDA

IIDA

Special actions

Rules & s.a.

Rules & s.a.

Figure 4.2. Function, code sourc and type, of procedure in IIDA ,software.

This chart correspo s to the f Lowchart of- Figure .4.1A

"S.a." means "special 'actions.",



(4.8) If the respOnse is an error message from DIALOG, this is' analyzed
and transmitted,.-t0 ple'user. OtherHsystem probleniS may develop sUc.h,as

dropped by the. T softWare,generally handles theSe prOblemS. Sey-
eral res 4.112aY be order including jusCaireturn to the user, for his
mkt' it\

(4..9

and its' `.1

transmitted verbatim to the user.
,

(4., 10) Internally stored and generated data on the search strategy is
_evaluated to determine if strategic problems' are developing. These are
.basically formulae which calculate if the current search is within bounds
'experimentally derived that represent the range of a yell-formed Search.

'(4.11) If strategic problems aiie developing, they'will, be brought to the
user's attention and an interactive discusSion may follow. In /1,,

this diprussinn furth, - analyses are applied to th. ii ,1 it k/,

aga . itt'it to ; .,lameters developed to represent a wed-tufted search.
The results of these analyses will be usecrto 'guide IIDA'S discussion of the
search4trategy with the user.

problems were encountered, theesponse from DIALOGJs.parsed
esi,are stored in them various data structures.. The response is

.(4.12) In.any case,,if the DIALOG command "END""'eneered,the session-
wil1:, 'nate withollwrap-up routines such'as saving the datastructures on an

,
externs file. , )-

.

(4.16If the command was not '.'gND" control will pass to-the ,fkont=endlc, I /

4 giving the user- instruction specific to his search mode. -If it.: is ope of the
f )

1
.6

exercise modest this instruction will tell him which commands are,alrowed at
.this stage/ of 'his search.

*.

4.1 Logg.ing, into MULTICS, IIDA, and DIALOG

,
.

. ..

The user will know .or be assisted with the Procedure-for logging into IIDA,
under the MULTICS systeM.7Thie,,Will be done for tfie,dUration of the project
,through the Telenet communicationsetwori. Tire procedure for beginning. ,

execution of the IIDA programs will be simplified to essentially entering the
word "iida" after MULTICS accepts: the user's password. The IIDA programs con-
tain all.:the informatiiOn'necessary thereafterfor conducting a Search...

. . ,

IIDA greets the user with an introductory paragraph in which the user

asked for the following: his personal identifier, his:type of terminal
(printing or CRT), his searc90 mode (user skill-level),, and his approach to
strategy. 'If, iq.a preyious search, the user quit with the intent of resuming.
(see Section 4.12) he is asked it he wants to resupe his previous search now. -s

The tylfe ortermin'al (let,ormines if' TYPE or DISPLAY is the appropriate command

for output. The search mode deterMinesvhat sequencing controls are tobe ap-
plied duringthe'session. The approach to strategy will be used by the diag7::

nostie:programs to determine if search objectives are' being accomplished.

is

r4

r.



IIDA then proceeds automatically to dial .a local node, of a data communi-
cations network and to4log into the DIALOG:

m-
s stem. iCONIT rules, Specal-

actions, shit jecedurei*exist for both dial" ut and llogin., On the CONIT
system, theseIrere user-initiated. Automatin them for IIDA requires little
more. than appropriately setting the new-conte t in ..e rule' at the 'end of the
welcome paragraph. IIDA Willnormelly,dial t e Telenet node'. If it is not
sellable, IIDA will atteliipt to call bIALOG nth ough Tymnet.

The IIDA' account with DIALOG will be arran, d so that the default data
abase will be one of those for which IIDA is written. DIALOG responses.during
login will be relayed to the user/ The tiger is responsible for any chenge of

.

datakase by issurng one of the normal DIALOG c,rmsands for this function,
BEGIN and .FILE. The command. will b accepted and processed like env n**
command to DIALOG through IIDA, excE t that the dar I wW4L .

acceptable tdthe IIDA qvqtem

Lilt,. user indicated that he wia ed to resume an earlier search, theIIDA
,data structures for the previous searlc are restored from the external file an
which they were saved. All DIALOG cp ands in that previous searchiVill be
reissued to DIALOG in order to restore their files on tbs. search.

4.2 Input from the User

CONIT control programming which all s input from the user Will be used by

IIDA largely intact.. The last, rule in t1 e. login group .of rules takes a..
special-action which sets a flag'which p sses Control to a mainline segment
,labelled "luser", acronym fOr."listen to user." In.this segment CONIT sends
to theuser's terminal a blank line, the time of day, and a user cue. IIDA

Will Send a. blank line and one of two us rOues:- "pr for user commands that
may be directed to either DIALOG:or,IIDA and:"I?" for user,inputin response..
to IIDA questions. A MULTICS subsystem outine, "iox $get line", is called to.
get a line from the user's'terminal.-

Some'delay can be expected between t e,user's receiVing the cue and his
completing the input of a command by ent ring the-carriage-return. Delay-time
processing of micro- analysis subroutines, described ore extensively in
Section 4.7, can be carried Out duringthie'delay. wo approaches are de-

,

scribed in that section: (1) carrying"O t.a fixed s t of'analyses, or (2)
carrying ouescheduledenalYSes until eit er the sche ule is completed or the
input has been terminated by the-carriage return. . The approach selected can

be applied at this .point also

When a line comes back from the user, arriage7returri/line-feed is dropped

from the end.of the input-string. The, sub tring Placed at the front
of the input-string and the substring is placed at the end. These hub-

. strings'are used by :he rules torecOgniZe the beginning and the end. of the
input string'. CONIT ignores blank lines entered by the user.: IIDA, hOwever,

wili,count sequential.blank fines. They prObabry represent som.q-ilsunder-
.standing on the part of the user. If this count is in excess of some small
number, the user wills be notified that these entries are pointless.



The CONIT segment labelled "fuser" prints "++++CONIT:" to indicate that a
1

aystem response follows IIDA will print no such header if a DIALOG responses
follows, but will print "++IIDAr" if an IIDA response follows. Control.then
passes to./ procedure which searches the rule table for a match of the current

context and initial characters in the inPui-streAm. When a match' is found,
control is managed 'by the matching rule.

.

4.3 /HELP coraMand: f

'the fin- ,es ,4countereu atter input from the user are.:

- /h 9/:.37/h ^

897/..senmes.

L

,
In the first.of these rules, the message string identifies the input of any .

uqer command beginning with "/H". . It is assumed that the user is seeking help
, from IIDA. The spetial-action in the first rule records the time that help

'..14Eist ed. , This rule also changes the primary search\context, i.e.,

^ m oirds a message indexed'by-37 in the table "messen" to e user.
position L of the context-string,'to "h" for "help mode". The second rule

o basic types of help are given to the user: mini-tutorials on DIALOG
cothm nds, and,Teviews froM various perspectives,of the current search up to
the present point in the search. Mesiage block 37 (arbitrarily picked for
this example) contains six options Aich_are displayed at theuser's terminal
by the special-action."senmes." These options are (1) a brief description
of the syntax and function of each of the DIALOG commands; (2).a summary of
the commands given in the current search in the order in which they were
given; (3) a summary of the ,sets created in the order in which they were

- created; (4) a summary of,alf the records,viewed; (5) a summary of all the
errors made; (6) a tummaq A the descriptors' used; and (7) a return to .main-

\line. fhe history summaries, (2) through--(6), correspond to five of the IIDA
\data structures being maintained.

At the end of this menu the user 'is asked to%nter a number selected from

't e menu. Tbio number is retrieved, saved and evaluated by the following
.

les:
i'

,.- ,

/h 89/:.//h '138//..send..

/h 88/:.//h. ....87//..hupdate.. 'a
a .

/h 87/.. 1:,,38,,/th. ..\..78//..senmes..
/h 8/.. 2:.//h 66//..help2.:

.

/h----L-8/..-3:.//h 66//..help3.. t.'k,

/h 8/..-4:.//h 66//...help4.. .

/h 8/.. 5.//h 66//..help5..

r /h 8/.. 6:4//h 66//..help6..

/h 8/..-7:.//f4 ..htfm .. ,
-.

/h. 8/:.),39,,//11a89 e

(



-

The first 'rule sets tbe.fl,agwh

the eontent:Of'the user's input
14$,Ory dita stitwOtAre with the
tpinst4ts meamage blotio 7T, for
of all DIALOG co 5. The us
dicating which oampli hy wants

ich passes control ,to 'I:user" and so:picks up

buffer. The second rule updates ihehelp
response fwItered.:,by the User. ,The .third rule.

example -ifp the user. This giVes him a menu,:
er is tf enter a number from the menuln

The foUrth eighth- rule a-iove table py.nt out formatted
tables of the data structure corresponding to th! types of perspectives On the
search iotkered in the menu,: The next to the last rule updates the help ddta
structure mithithe time at 'which the user asks to return to the mainline, per .

forms,thehelp-use threshold ,analysis, and then,-by the, new context, returns
him tothe-fremt-end moderoriented instruction. The last rule catches .an
invalid entry and request inpu a second time

, I -

Th
on the

following section of rules processes requests for4furtherinstructioh
meaning and use of DALOG .commandSt..

/h----
--77/:.//h 76//:.hupdate..

/117-77

/11 76/..-9:.41,,f/h::01:66//..senmea

/h

Again, the first
the data structu
fifteenth rules
DIALOG commands,
two rules of the

Finally, the
help options are

/h

/h

/h

/h

/h

/h

/h

/h

S.

76/..-21:.7/f+//vhtime..
76/:,54//h 78//..senmes..

rule picks up the user's responle. The second rule pdates

re on help usage with the response. The third throug the

send inform'ation'about the syntax and.function of specific.
The last two rules perform functions anaiagous to the last
section previously'reviously 'described.

section of rules which allokthe user to recycle' through, the

something like:

66/:.114,55//h 65//..senmes.,

45/:.//h 64//..send..
64/:.//h 63//..hupdate..
63/.. 1::38//h
63/..-2:.I/h......66//..help2..

61/..-7:.//f+//..htime..
63/..- 8:.,,40,,//h '66//..senmes,..

63/.. 9:.41//h 66//..s.2nmes..

63

..- 21:. / /f +/ /..htime..

:.56,,//h 66//..senthea..



Message block '55 prints a message abou the recycle option indicatirIgthat
any number from tie previoug tables is ac ptAble. If there is hopatch on
yr 1 the numbers through the entire- range, an error message indicates-this

quests'user,input.again. If the user chooses either exit 'number' (7 or
he exit Jaime is recorded, the help-use threshold is checked', and control

nafers to;the. front-end instructions. - I , %

The help-use threshold-cheCky part of the special-actio " htime," .applies.,
an 4gorithm to determine if the user of the/HELP,comtand is commensurate

-.

Iwith the level of/ user proficiency indicated' by the mode chosen by the user.
The algorithmis' based on two factots: 0) the number of /HELP command, as a
'percent of all commands and as a function of the total number of commaKdsd and
mode; and ,(2) the time spent in /HELP as a percent orthe total search tie,
and as a function of'~the total search time and mode. . .

sim

,

If tfiLe threihold is crossed accordin -to e. her part of the algorithm, an

in-depth'. analSisis of the user's need, for help' s made.. If an in-depth anal-
ysis is necessary, the" special - action "htime" will change positions A'and 4 of

the: context string to "id" (for "in-depth"). A subsequent rule will tAllbthe
in-depth analysis routine: A

ih-id---9/:.//h:id::8//..inhelp-:.
,

.

Any user-system interaction is now managed by the rules whose context-string
beginwith "h-id...". Whenple in-depth analysis' is complete:, the user is re-

turned to, the fr.ont7end inilruction by a rule somethingiakkeithe following: )
-

/h-id--,-2/:,//f+//., \C44
-t

X
The in-depth analysis may determine that a less deTanding*mode is in order for

,-
he user. Perhaps a particular command needs further review, or a. particular

perspectivepepective on the search needs to be explained. These situations are iden-

tified by information in the help-usage data ,structure.

i..,

4.4' Identifying the of Command
. t.k.

.

.

o ,
. .

A preliminary identification of the command is-. necessary to determine

If-the command is allowed in the:Current search mode and 8ubmocleThia iden-
tific4tion also AliowstheoomMand.type to be incorporated into the COntext-
atriet. he rules discussed here (1) Terform preliminary-general- actions on
all commands and .(i) identify Particular commands, moving that identification,

to the Context-string. Table 4.4.1 presents a flowchart of these actions.
, .

.

.

. The rules given 'in Table 4.4.2 Terform-the preliminary general. actions.
The'firat rule removes All space° characters from the front 'of the command.
The second rule-stores, the command, as it,is-"left-justqied" by the
first rule, where it belongs in the. data structure array, OTErfte.!_HIST).

This includes all characters up. to the first ";V or-"-..". The third rune
copies. the entire command as entered by the user up to the- first "i" or c " .."

to the host-message buffer. This buffer will)be sent later to the host.if.and
..901y.if.it is identified as being both.ayntacticallyvalid and .valid for the
.-USees search mode. The semicolon is considered '4delimiter since the user
may have entered several DIALOG commands in a stack. .

o



Remove
spaces -fisom

infront of
command

\/
Store entire
command in
data
structure ,

)171Buffor
command to
be stint to

host if OK

s

d. abbr
?

No

Yes

Substitute
abbreviation
for full
Command

Remove space
froM between
command and
argument

go to check I
canaries. I

validity foi
I' this mode

Apply tests
to identify
Command

. 0

Suggest or
ask what
was intended.

Igo --II go tot check

syntactic 1

I error
Lthroshold

Table 4.10. General Flow of the Bas Identificat of Command Type.
for "match string". "C. S. " stands for"M. S. " stands "context string"

c

.4(



** skip all space-4J that precede Command.-

tah/uh...stcom.. ** special-Action stores command s'a string' i its
L,, ,

n
.

n
a

A
- l

44*Iplace in the data structurralTEXT (elIST).
Att

. . . _

/uconil..,copyo.4 **'copy user.cbmand to hostreasage4 command
.

sent later to lost only if- 's without 'error.'

Table 4.4.2. General section of rules for syntactiC.analysip..

1

rul /ucon4..-type:.,,..-t, ..sub . ** substitut Pt" for

rul /uconh..,-select':.,,.,. ** substitute

1

rule
0

/uCan/...-t:.//uconl::ot// ** move indication of TYPE to c ntpxt-string,

rul /ucon---ot/ remove any and all space's between command and-argument

rul iucon/..:.//ucon:::s// ** move indication of SELECT'to context-string

rul /ucoo-"s/

"type"

for "select"

4

** remove any and all spaceS-between,command and arguMent

rul-lucOnt..7out:. 041,//mcsy4//..s"enmes.. **.perhaps

rul /ncon/..-typ r.,,34 //mcsy+4/..S'enmes..

rut /ucon/..7get:,35//mcsY+//..senmes".

rul /ucon/..-retrieve:.35,,f/mcsy+//..senmes:.

was intended

perhaps "select" was intended

rLl /ucon/..-merg:.36//mcsy+//..senmes.. **:perk
o

combine" was intended

Table 4.4.3. Typical rules of the identification section.. T e first group ,

substitutes an abbreviation fOr the full command. The -second group moves the

identification of the command verb to the contextistring,and Temoves all

blanks between verb and argument. The third group tries to identify command

verbs in error.



.tur

Examplesof 'three 'typ'e
. ia ec tiongt fir)e given in T101 e

to tileur *abbrevi a i Ons ; (2
put code into the cont
the command apd its ar guinen
'verbs:

.4) -

of rules; typical of the commapd
?hese, rfiles:, (1) .convert all :itti./1cointaapds

match_ the command verb in the rieeeage-stream. and
tr-string; (3).erealo y and "a11.1siiiices, between
; and (4) attempt to a ntify inland command- W

Converting full commands to t it abbreiriations involves the,tOtIT
"stub"special-action sub which subs itutes what is in the user - message part of the

yule. (in this case, the abbreviation) -f dr what is in the match-string 'part df
the rule (in thils case, the full command): Mov-tng the ouraancl into the
context-string involves- thatching the abbreViati on in thrI"match- string , the
initia part of the message-stream and setting, the new:context to 143cl-tide_ an.
indica r of the command verb. (See. Appendix .A for a list of cont wt-'string
command dicators,.) ,Removing spaces involves an iterated match on the-,space
character.;

( --.!< If user commands directed to DIALOG are not identifiedA ,either their
yr,,,, . . .1full or abbreviated forms, a. set of rules arkplies various to to try to

.determine what command was intended. These t is .incl scanning a
dist, of possible but illegal synonyms; (2) canning a of oni4, is
spellings; (3) applying letter-frequency algorithms to tify mis lings ;
(A) identifying commands by characters and 'constructs in.:11he areime ts;, and
(.5, up and notifying' the user that his commands, a,tunint 41'4.eLable.

,.. , 1n every case, the invalid command is brought to the user's attention with
a the gge.' This may include a suggestion to get help on the ,syntax and u$9 of
the- kind. through /HELP. Since it is l ikely that the err r't., tas a keying 4
problem at the terminal, the first time such an error is de th-user will be
told how to correct a 'character and how, to correct a lin in the, MULTIGS
system. After \checking. the syntactical error threshold scussed in Section
4.6), control returns for the next input from the user

"Q\ 4F

...

If this process identifies the command- e,ntered by, the use; 6:1-1?; "END ",,
.

IIDA will 'request at this point a verification L.that the user indeed, wishes to
end'his search. The converationmay proceed as follows:

.p? END

++++IIDA:

DO YOU: REALLY WANT. TO END. YOUR SEARCH :NOW?,

r-

I (YES OR NO) ?
4 ++++IIDA.

ii,,
,,. c

If the user.'enters ,"YES" the .search will Spoil .be terminated s. desc ibed, ,.,
imft:Sec don 4.12. If the user' enters 'Is10" he will be cued byfthe .mOde-briented

. insiruction. for the inpu-t of his next DIALOG command.. If the user instead,
enters :another DIALOG .corrmancl,-the----cue. wiAt be' bypassed and ontrol will be
transferred to the beginning of .commandlatialysis. .-Whene the er returns to ..'

the se-arch With Int er "No" or another. DIALOG cqrftaand"ti.ie fact that he
'entered END but, continued, with search will bb recordeq :in. the -, command
history- data Ektructure. ...!,

..



ercise and c"troi

Whets he logged in, the'il0er decided to search under one of, four modes,

CoiresPosding roughly to his '1(fferCI:se in searching The three exercise
'Diodes control the sequdnde 40t seAfehingl,-that is, t e set of commands that
may Ile used each point the search'.'" In the fi st exercise mode, complete
search co ands are ProMPtW. :thfgeghont, giying the user experience with a'
"canned" s arch. In, the stratld exercide mode, a subset- of the full laiguage
is allowed, with :'the, user seeten,n0 a subject of his own choosing. In the

..third-eXercise mode, the full search language is allowed with the user.'s own
s.earch,V although the sequeeres sti controlled: In the fourth or .

assistance mode, all searC comMenda. ar allowed with no controls Placed upon
the sequence of compands.

.3.711en. tie . user,, selects the mode he wishes to search under, the mode's code
is stored in 'position 64of .,trio: current. context string. This cod_e will remain
unchanged 'throughout the sgsfqi. At thg same time the code fat the first
subilode, the letter "a", is Otofed in Position 7. The submode code determines
precisO.Y which commands are allowed at each. Point in the search-in the chosen'

mode. The slibmode code is iMremeoted in the mode-specific instructions (See
Section 4:13) when: 1) the fielliolls command is not in error, and 2) a new .

con nand )(or form of command) allowed> in Old submode has been successfully
issued.' A ,

The validity 9f a command for.a given mode and submode is determined,by
the section of rules in the f"n1c:--table that .will be discussed. If 'a
command .s, .identified as :i eVOlid for the el- a ssage to that effect is

. sent to the uses, control trAllsfer0 to thelmgde-specific instructions kSee
f

/

Section 4.13), *and the user is asked to enter a command valid fcir, the current
mode. If a command is idellti-fied os valid with respect to the mode,. posttion

. 1 of the context string beolOs "m" to indicate that the mode-check was

Passed. Control .then pass to the syntax-evaluation section of the rules.

Context positions 6 thre0Rh 9 provide all the information used by the
rules to determine command vOlidit1 for mode and submode. As mentioned
earlier, positions 6 and 7 iOqicete mode and submode;' positions 8 and 9
indicate the current search e%10and and type of, command. Aee Figure.4.5.1 for
examples of rules evaluatieg the validity of commands NI' the first three
submodes of the second nd Wis0 exercise mode. to

For the first "can ed seete mode, a match is sought on the explicit
command, both verb and argnmellt, since both are required for an entry to be
acceptabl.' Thus the rules for the firit mode will include match- strings for

the expected commands in fell. The new context of those cotmands which pass
the test is "rcon 99". Control passes to the rule which sends the command ,
to the retrieval system (see SeC,tion 4.7).

a.

Note in Figure 4.5.1 thaC all commands issuee under the seynd, and third
modes, whether valid or invalid, are, covered by each submode action of the

rules'. This coverage may be either explicit or by default.. "The subset exer-g'
cise mode"will tend to be explicit about what commands are acceptable, while .

the full-command-set exercise mode will tend to be explicity about /what com-
mends are unacceptable. e



/4t.---iabeh.//mc4// * *'BEGIN only allowed in mode 2, submode 1

rul /uC-

rul

rul

Sa/:40,',//fcer+//..benmes.. **Anything else

/uc---sbs/:.//md+// ** SELECT and EXPAND only are

/uc---sbex/::',/mc+// **allowed in mode 2, submode-2

rul /uc---abh..)6,W/fcer+&..senmes.. *k Anything else is an error

/uc7 scs/:.//mc+// **.A-'second SELECT and EXPAND are

rul /uc---scex/:.//mt+// '44allOwed in mode 2, submode 3

Tuljuc-"aql:.*.17,;//fder+//..senmes'.. * *Anything erse

rul

rul

rul

.rul

rul

:rill Luc-

is an error

/uc---fabe/:%//mc+//. ** BEGIN is O.K. in mode 3 submode 1

/uc---fash.//mc+// ** SELECT_ is O.K. in mode3 submode

/ cL--fae/:.//mcilf

bicr-7fah.1,216//fcer+//..setmes.
4

** EXPAND and EXPLAIN and END are all .O.K

**An mil elseis an error..
e

,,22,,//fcer+//..senmes.. **gEGIN riot O.K. mode 3 sub 2/uc--- fbbe /:..

fbo / :.,
. ,

,3.14//fcer+//..senmes.. ** OutpUt:tommanknot O.K.

/uc---fb/: //mc+// ** All other commands O.K. in mode 3 sub, 2

//fce+//..snmes.. *k SELECT not O.K. mode3

rul /uc---fcex/:.i-,25,4//fter+//...senmes..

rul /uc7--fcbe/:.626t;//fcer+//..senmes...

rul

sub3

**EXPAND not a.K. mode3 sub3

**BEGIN not O.K. mode3. sub3.

/uc---fich.//mc+// **All other commands O.K. in mode3 sub 3

Table Examples of mod67,Ccentrol rures.for the setondand third-Modes. ;

The. code Iferf!°iri positions 3 and 4 of the Context-string is the genetal.'errot,-
indicato.



4.6 Per4LIA. Arguments 'of DIALOG CommandS
.

. . .

.

Parsing arguments of. commands entered by'the user will-beachieVed mainly,

. . bi.PL/Itpecial'7aCfiona called by, rules:: A-typical:rule, calling the :COMBINE
coMr!fand parser,' might be:., : ,

rul impor17--oh.//mwn 5//...parsec.. t
.

st4

'Parsec" is the nem of the COMBINE command parsidg ecial-action. The

command's argument is isolated from the pointer in it input-stream to either

the first semicolon (stacd commands) or-the terminating substring "-..".

..
.

Beveral functions are performed in these-special-actions. These include:
(1) ignoring all spaces ere DIALOG would ignorea space; (2) isOlatiOngeAll.,
lexemes required by the dat structure and storing them where they belong; (3).
determining what errors, if. ny, -are present and fixing an error code in

context-string positions 3 and.,4; ands_ sometimes, (4) generating auxiliary
data fOr later use These functions are performed in an order which is most

efficient fbr the particular command involved.

The lexemes'required by the data structures are discussed -Section:ection 5.

Ide fi'cation of errors will be presented beloW in two ways; (1) a list of
will follow, indicating the types of,, ..major syntactic features: every command n

errors which may cfevelopt,in each command; and (2) flowcharts for the four'com-

7 .mands with the most co:44ex arguments: EXPAND, SELECT, COMBINE, and the nut-

Put commands. -Particular error cOdes have yet to be assigned and errer,

messages have yet to be des.igned. An instance of the generation of analytic

dat4 appears in the COMBINE c6mmand argument where the extended argument is

hPil,t. It is done,here to take advantate of a single control;,.ttructure inter-
locking this task witit parsiDeand verification. Because itis modt co6plex,

. . .

a further explanation of the COMBINE argument parse is also given below.
1

. A. N.

First, the list of the major syntactic features'in which errors may be

identified:

BEGIN

o not check{.for

(such a space
argument-.Must be

number must be a

.FILE
4Z

space between the command, and
is not allowed by DIALOG)
a single numeric
valid data base code

I

same conditions as specified under BEGIN



if argumen onteins. a tag-delimeter o
the tag st. be a valid one

if argument is of the forin En:
- nothing more-la allowed in the argumenti
- there must haye been a prior IXPAND '

. not exceed the number, of entries in the prior E-table
4- if_argument is ..of the form Rh:

- nothing- nide is allQweci in the argument
- there must halie been a prior "relate" (EXPAND,,EXPAND)
--,n may not exceed the number of entires in the prior R-table.

argument may not be simply a number qr a stop word or contain
no alphabetic characters

- .no argument at all is allowed

-_first entry of the argument must be a valid set number
A slash-deliineter. (/) must be present and contiguous with set numberI: ..

argUment fnllowing the /-deIimeter must be valid for the data aid *. -c

DISPLAY SETS

- muet be eXhctly"DISPLAY SETS"
\-

41,

if argument contains a tag-delinieteT (=-- or /),
,,the tag must be valid

if argument of the form Eni r12,En3
= there must have been a/ prior EXPAND k.K.

no nj. msy';excvd the ,number. of entries on that E-table
11,5e4Vit.

E.
n-. entry, Enr,nk,_+1,, nk.fi must exceed nk

,; rt,4 tenh may be on list
tient lint,;Eln20m3 r

e:h 477 wb en,,a piidr "relate" (EXPAND EXPAND)
04,:iiimi)A4iy entries on that R-table

mk +l must exceed mk
#*; ttf. 'be on list

type:
triaCfa:(!4: 114'einbadded in the argument

"iiienthesee for links 'must- match
cOntent of the parens must be valid link codes

truncation symbol (?)"may not be embedded in an argument

3



. .

fq-delimeter preient, argument must consist o
- valid seat number. -followed by:

a.dash (-) followed by:
-- a larger valid set number followed by
-; the slash "delimeter ( ) follciwed by:
-- a valid opetrattor: AND Ort

- Boolean operators, and operands must be. convantionally
- the only alpha characters' allowed are: AND, OR, NOT
. .seta numbers may not exceed the latgebt se,crbafed

parensmUst match meaningfully_

Y

EXPLAIN.

- argument must be on' current lis,tt Of. explainable items
- check any arvinent not matChed for -misspellings end synonyms

ordered

DISPLAY, TYPE, AND PRINT

- argument to TYPE is acceptable, but not, to PRINT
argorneAt to left of first / 'is .a DIALOG access # or 'Valid set -#
if 'argument is an, accesb #2' at, most one 'more / bully

- first / must be followed by I'valid format #
- secand/ must be 'followed by a \calid record #

if a range of recbra #s, n-m2, th'y must be valid and'n<gi
- PRINT may take the SORT argument ,

acceptable,- PR- is for oanoelling last off-line prii t command

The analysis of the COMBINE argument does the following: (1) it
recognizes the argument as being dither valid or invalid, and if invalid, in
what respect; (2) it isolates the set numbers' in the argument and stores thee
for cluster analysis; and (3) it 'bullds the extentibn of the COMBINE. argument
i.e., the string in whiCh all of t.6e'argumentls set numbers have been
translated into index terms.

As shown in the flowchart in Table 4. 6.1, the, input. stream is scanned to
isolate numerics (set numbers); left and right parenthesis; and Boblean
operators "AND", "OR", and "NOT".. Three variables are used in the analysis
s counts sets, t codes the labt type of 'character encountered, and d measures
parenthetical depth. When the end of the input stream is reached, "d must

:equal 0, t must equal 1 (a set °number) or 4 (a right ,parenthesis)., and s must.

be greater than 1. Sequences allowed by the analysis are: a set n4mber must
follow a Boolean 'op or a left paten; a Boolean op-must follow a bet number o

. a right paren; a right paren must follow a set number or a right paren; a 1 ft
paren must follow a Boolean op or.a left paren.



COde Value Name

Set count
Char. tYpe

lisren depth

Assigned Values

for each sett
:1 = ,set number.

=.Boolean operator
= left parenthesis

4 = right parenthesis-
'for left parent d = + 1
for rig'it parent d = d 1

If a syntactical error is identified in the comandaargument, positions
rrarid 4_,,of the context string, are changed by the parsing sPecial-actions for the

various Commands toy a numeric code. This code represents the index of the
in-the tale "messen" which discusses that particular lyntactical ,

error. if' .no syntactical jerror was identified, the first four positicins of
the context-string remain "mcon" The code "m" ,ata4ds for having passed
mode-Control; the code "con" stands, for the unexceptional connect status (See
Appendix AL -A pro ocol number is always places, in position 10 of the
context-string.

The first rule following those ,which call for the parsing special-acctions
shandles all commands without syntactical errors:

rul /mcon ,5Y:dirc°n:::::99//s
, ./0 This rule sends the command ip the host, buffer the host by the

special-action "rsendc". Position 1 of the context-string,is changed, to 4r"
to ioncete that a response from DIALOG is expected' next. The special-action
"rsendc" allows control to continue processing rules without immediately*
looking for a response %Intl the retrieval system. By the 'protocol code. "99"

' in the new context, cont 01 is transferred :to' the delay-f time processing
, section of the rules (see Section 4.7).

C

identified iEvery error ,condition n the syntax parse and) analysis
an error message in this section by rules like the following

rul.'/mc23/:.,,23//mcsy+//..senmes..
rul /mc2V:., ; 4, , thscsX+/ / . .s ernes ..

Errors, previously Coded 23 and 24 in context-string positions 3 and 4, how
call for messages indexed by023'and 24 in "messen", the message table. 'These

41

messages- addrei? themselves to particular syntactic errors. "Senores" is the
pecial-action which takes these paragraphs out of " messen" and sends the
essage to the user. The new context string replaces, the numeric code withy, The context "mcsy..." is found at the end of this section of *rules as

.,oltows;...

. ,

rul /mcsy7----5/ :.//mcsy ::: : : 4//..thsyn..

rul" /mcsy---=-4/:.//fc+//
rul /mcid 4/:././fc+//..idsyn..

V The first of these ruls calls the special-action thsyn", that is, antax
threshold analysis. A formula in this special-action determines if the user
is encountering special difficulty with the syntax of commands. The formula

;i;
.4



and (t1 or

MS
spies` ?

Set tools and Set t2

for 'cluster LI # into

Translate setSave set #

analysis & .append to A
Lex-tend. termL

.Table 4.6.1. Flowchart for- the analysiS of COMBINE command argUMents.
indicates:an error condition to be made explicit to the user. .,Contiol.
transfers from (E) to the cue for thenextUseroommand. (.1)_.) means

1.8' valid; continue rule interpretation., fa-means - 'match string,.' ioe., .

the substring beginning at the pointer inthe input stream. ASSume, that'.

. the pointer is:automatically incremented after a match to the character
just beyond thermAtch.. The letters ssts andd are variables which stand
for 'set count,' 'type of lemmas, and Iparens depths'. respectively..'

3



START ,

Set output
defonit

..parameteri

No-

A
\v/..

Take MS, up
to first. / I

else up to
the 'h

al
aceess #

this db,"-'

Yes.

Yes

N6

slid
ff.

up?
Yes

r

Yes

es

s valid*,
t. #?

Yes

;. OS

I/I ?,

Yes

O

'I at reco
valid

eS

O

Yes

S

8 No
'2nd rec

max?y',

Ye's

2nd
rec #

1st
es

0
es

Table 4. 6. 2. now of parsing output commands.
Codes and assurapitiona are those indicated in
the note under Tabli,14.6.1.

r.

O

O

0



Table 146.3. Flowchart fOr- syntactic analysis of AEXPAND 'command argument.
Codes and assUmptionS are the same as those indicited in the note under:
Table 4.6.1.



Table 4.6.14. Flowchart for byntactic anplysib of SFThGT command argument.
Codes and assumpticrns are the same as those indicated in the note under
Table 4.6.1.





:Involves: the. total. number of'commanda thus far in the search,'the time thus
far in the search,- commands with syntactic errbrs as a percent.. of all
commands; and time 'spent'making commadds with. ayntactic errOrs as 'a percent of
the entire search time If -the threshold by this formula is exceeded,
poktition 2-3 Of.the conpektr-strihg.is changed to "id" for "'in-depth
.analysis." The.particular*parameters,of the formula are yet- to be determined.

In either casfdllowing a..'syntactic-error threshold analysis_, the neit.
matched rule changes the context' to begin with "Ic...".fot,.tlie'front-end
mode-oriented instruct' on. If the thretahpld has been crossed, however, the

executed. Here the problem with'tTle syntax of commands is pinpointed-by the
speCial-aceion "idsyn", short for in-depth iyntactic analysid, is also

application of various' analyses.. Is the problem general with all commands or -.

specific to a particular command? Perhapsa review of a spectfic command with
/HELP is in oe. e peca-acton "insyn" will make an appropriate

,

rdr , Th special i "i " il a . .'"%.\

suggestion or may actually takethe further action, needed.
.

4.7-Delay-Time Processing arid. DIALOG Response..

All commands which reach this point 'have passed the syntax: and mode test

and have been sent to the ,host bythe siecial-action "rsendi" in-the rule
diacussed in Section 4.6. The special-action "rsendc" is an IIDA'Variant of a .

CONIT special-action. Its effect is to send the command to DIALOG, but then
to continue processing rulesin the rule7table. This continuation allows IIDA
to utilize the delay between sending a pessage to the host retrieval system,-.
'DIALOG,'and receiving a response., The rules that logically follow the one
containing the.special-action "rsendc" will specifYyarious micro-analyses as

special-actiots.. These,procedures will generate data reflecting analysis
of the search strategy as a whole and, store it in appropriate places in the

data structures. 0

The details of the micro-analyses are discussed in Section t. Two

approaches to micro-analysis arelning considered: a fixed set of analyses

called by tuleS in sequence:-and-(2)-a-kew-fixed, analyses which also create a'
stack of Calls for further analyses which are then done one, at a time as-long

as the input buffer from the retrieval system remains empty. It has not yet
been determined whether the IIDA processing is sufficiently time - consuming to
warrant the second approach. Programming will begin using the first

approach. If /noticeable delays 'atetibueable to. IIDA analyses are experienced,
the "system programming" involved in the second approach will be undertaken.

A few definitions are' now in order. A "string" means a succession of

commands, of the same type. A "string-type" means, the type of the commands

which make up the string. A "cycle" or "group") means a. succession of strings

in which each string-type is greater than the previoustring-type. A
"clustee means a ,set of sets with similar or associated origins or bases.
Refer to'Section 6 for precise definitions of the micro-analyses mentioned and
underlined in the discussion that follows.

For every type of.command', membership in the current group will be

evaluated. If the current command belongs to the current group, it is

recorded as such in the data structures and a dwelling- check -is either
°



.,.
. --, -

. ,

executed (approach I) or schedules fOr :execution (approach 2).- If the current ,

- - .

commend does gWbelong to the current group, a new group is Inotea in..the -data,. .7
structurepand.4,group-change 7analysis,in-either executed or scheduled.: 16o,

for every:tyPii:of.'6ommandi a.regreSsion-check is' either executed or Scheduled.
_. .:.

-- ,

. ,
r>

;11or every setgeneTating command i'e. SELECT or COMBINE' a cluster-cheek' ....._

,

- .. . .

,,will be made. The cluster check consists Of deterMining if' the. current set,
,

..belong to the cluster of the irinediately preVious.set. If the current set
belongs to' the cluster ,- a dwelling-check eitheor execute r (approach 1) or,

,-scheduled (approach' 2). If the %beginning of a new cluster i identified
Inter- cluster -check is either executed or chedulest. In both' cases, a
thrashing-check is also either executed or scheduled.

For every SELECT command argument,
. scanned for similar arzuments. If any
.let,ters for instance, this -similarity.

the descriptors-used list. will be
are found to begin with the same five
is- noted in the descriptors-used list.

Several extension, routines are ,neCessary, for amplifying the arguments of

SELECT, and COMBIN for later comparisons. Whenever an item is SELtpTed from
an 'S- table or R-table, the extension routine looks up item `s descriPtof

$
equivalent on the latest E-table Or,R-table (saved in a data, structure) and
saves it as the extended° form of the argument, If the SELECT argument ,-
consists of a list of 'such items, each one is thus extended and conftected hy.
the Boolean 'OR'.. In this way it is made to lOok like an argument of a

iCOMBINE command, with which it can later be compared.

The initial, extension of all. COMBINE'arguients has already been presented
in Section 4.6.' This micro-anglyAis is :.interlocked with the syntax anaiysis
there, taking advantage of an already-existing Control structure. This

Sy
argument, however, must 'also' be reauced. to a normal-form for effective
comparison with other arguments. The normal.-form-reduction: 1) drops all

spaces from the extended argument; (2) drops all parentheses from, the
argument bY applying the distributive taw; and (3) alphabetizes . al/ scopes Of
the resulting argument' -- first by NOT-groups, then by AND-groups, and fiftqly
,oby the' remaining OR-groUp (the whole argunient).

tP

When the delay-time micro-analyses are completed (approach 1) or when the
buffer from the retrieval system contains data (approach 2), a rule will 'call
for the CONIT sOetial-action "rsend" whith sets the flags which transfer

, control to pick up the contents of, the retrieval system buffer. The rule will
be something like:

rul /rcon 99/:.//rcon //. .rsend..

The first line,, often the only line rom DIALOG, is now in the input streaM.

Processing DIALOG error messages.

The .in.put-streaTi.:now contains

expected fo the giVen comma a or
possibly from

r.

the tolccomrduleati
A

information about a set. An inst

a response

ons .network
unexpected

ance of the

from the retrieval systeM or

This response may be either
. An instance of the former is
latter would be an error message,. ,

3



Or some:other, coriiiiei-on whiC ohld not be- evaluiteebefoxe-hand :bythe syqtax,

analysis I.See ectiori 4.6). Eximfyiett of such errors andt conditi:Ons are
disk- storage overflow, :external' fite I/O error, no core;availabre* and dropped J;;/

. :. :
... .:

Immediately after receiving a DIALOG response* rule interpretation. 11,,
begin ran a-'s ection of rulelf.Vhich Seeli 4mie6hes--On all unique' prefixes of IcnOfiti

,error Messages. If a 'Match isfOund, 'the; 4r. /two .or,' network error mes-sage`qk-
printed' at the user' s terminal . A. More .detailed explanation of the prObtern is .

.

then called from the mesSage;;:tahle ."Siesseri". -This, section of the rule-tahle
is fairly sitrsightforward: ExamPlei ililes are:- o

- .- ,.

.

itil., / tcon 95 /:i,4i0 a7Ri,:.//r.Cii ;s: : : 94.,/l.: copys ..
-rul.. /rod= 94/:.,;64,,,ticoni:::.:':' 2/e..serukes4.!

,,rul /rcon 95/....-DISKtiUrcpw:rt94//..copY's.,
nil /rcon 94/: ..., 65 //rcon:::::2//:8:etimes.::

by bOsi.

.1

rul ,/rcon-.----.2/:.:44.ifeon+//..
. ,

YerTY:

If a. match is found on Ern.; error7.mess gd$ a specia -action "CoPys"
copy the full -error-message to,.the user! s buffer_ nd- will send the mesiage- to
the user. The context is also changed "to'mstch the ruler. immediately, folloWing
it. This rule takes a des'criptive' ,paragraph .about the probleM from,umessen"
and sends it to the -user. Tie context is now changed to match rule whose

,special n-actio "syerr, notes the system error .in the command 'and,',error data
structures. the, last rule in the above -set of examples also changed the
context to next match oh the first froht-end in'struction rule applicable to
the current mode. -

i'CONIt has extensive system programming for identifying timeoutas and other
unforseeenie ;A:reaks in telecommunication. The rules "special-..-actions ',control:f
structures and procedures which manage this aspect of system errors will be
maintained and used intact by IIDA. Rules and special,-sqiond will be added
in these sections to record such events 'in at least the error history:dSta
structure. In these cases, Control, usually passed back to the user, after he
Is informed about'the problem. If the problem involves a break with the, host
system, though, the user may be given a choice of (1) waiting oT'ek i.....____ns--whift
IIDA tries the alternate network, (2) waiting on-line for IIDA o try
reestablishing communication in three to fide minutes, or (3) temporarily
quitting' the search to pick it up slain-at a:later time Section 4.12).

4-.9. Processing, Expected DIALOG` Responses.

If no Match is found on-iany of the error- prefixes, it may be assumed thatJ

the` res. ponse 'from DIALOG is normal and` expected one The' wrules in this :
section are, again, straightfOrward although MI6 special-sactions which, they
call may be faPrly a'he ,rules, identify, by the command code' in the
context str,ng, Ai.* response parsing special-actionshOuld be called. The
special-actfions do the followirfg: (1) relay the response to the, user, ,(2)
parse' the, 'response, and (3) update the ,data structures- with the lexemes
isolated by the parse. The .rules of thidcsection are:,

r.



rul ircon---be/P. ailtort+//..rsvpbe% 4* BEGIN
rul /rcon---sh.//4C0n41/..rsvps., **SELECT
rut ircdn---en/: e/' /aw-e // rsvpen.e **EXPLAIN
rul /aeon---zz/:. i/At00.11/..rsVpzio,:f , **END

o
!°114 rul /rcon---exf:.//ft004//..rsvpeld:' **EXPAND a

rul -/rcon---c/:. hecon-*// ..rsvpc

tul. /tcon---od/:.//Atb04//..1111,100d.. * *DISPLAY

rulircon---dt/:./ple00-11/.1rsvPot, **TYPE
rul /rcon---op/:. //iltoP+//..rsVpop.. * *PRINT

rui: /r con..--ds / :. // Ace0+// Y . rsvpds **DISPLAY SETS

ruk /icon---lth.i/OCO0+//..rsVplt.., **LIMIT
rul /rcon---pa/:./10,to04//-.sVppa:. **PAGE

FaCh oi 'these rules call -0 for the special-action corresponding to the
command and-then changes the context to "acon+u, that is, the context of thjit
section of the rules 'in which Ole diagnostic threshold analyses take place.
Each of the shove special-sCtie0S Wi 3. nowjbe described in further detail.

rovpbo. If/IBEGIN' S ar g"nt indicates a data base which is not on- fine ,
the DIALOG error response' 4CtiOl1 CA the rules (See Section 4.8) womld have
identified a message to, this' ffect- If tbe argument indicated a database
not handled by IIDA, this tv(Md have been identified by the syntsx-checking
section of the rules (See SeCtion 4.6). Special-action Iirsvpbe will relay
the standard DIALOG , respanse lines to the user, .

No parsinga4 the response is
necessary. The special-2'acti chs Wil 1 firs t save, on files most di the internal

data-structures of the inved5Stely Previous search if this is other than

first search in the session, 10 this case, it will the reinitialize, the

data-structures for a new seat" .

1

The responses to SELECT, 1COMBINE, and LIMIT are
simple and very similar. W4t the response will be relayed to the user.
then the following three elements Will be isolated from the input string: the

s et liupiber, , the number of postings and the echoed argument. The expected s et

number will be compared with the aOtusl, set number. These should not differ.

The -isptl:ated argument,may be 4 trupeation of 'the previously isolated argument,

but thi'S should not really !Otter. The number of postings is the only
significant 'neta datum which, is Stored in the data structures by these

special-actions.

The response tcr. 4 request for a DIALOGexplanation should be

relayedlin full to the user, Nothing about the response needs tp be parsed or

saved.

rsvpzz. the respOnse r' En i8 relayed in full ,to the user, See Section

4.12 for the end-of-search Ac tivity which includes: saving t e data .

structures for later analysis, giving the user an OppOrtunity to BEGIN again,
and 'logging tie user out of PtOOG if that is indicated.

e

'rsvpex and rsvppa. The response to EXPAND and PAGE 'is relayed, one line

at, a time, to the tv.er. Each lihe relayepk is also parsed and stored in a

.
temporary data file, to be used Should IIDA need.. to make a reference to an

E -table entry., All descrinr°19 wild be saved iajthe, :descriptors'

datastructure. Parsing 'cwl!li9t of isolating'substrings by position from the

input string. Other E-table tIttributeS, e.g., highest entry, beginning entry,

and ending entry, may be; sned in other permanent parts of the data-structures.



.

'.rsvpo& snd-rsvpot. . Responses from DISPLAY and TYPE are handled exactly .,, --,,
. 6alike. Theirpersin depends upon the command format, which was isolated by.,

.

:theA)arse of the argument. The function of parsing here' is to'aave. the
accession numbersyshOuldthe user later wish to review records viewed. The
responseis relayed verbatim, to the user.. If the format makes it a meaningful
question, (1:e.0 tot simply 'a list' of accessigln:numberS) the releVance of the

eoutpUt'reCords is elicited from the'user. YhiSiirpbablyN1 be done after. :
._

every few records have been viewed. TheSe responses will:be StorOin.the
sets- viewed history data-structure

0 ',0

.

rsvpop and rSvpds. Responses to PRINT and DISPLAY SETS are relayed
hrbatim to the user. The contents of these responses are predicts*. In
the case of display sets, the response can be reconstructed directly from the
set history data-strUcture. They will therefore.not be parsed and data which
they contain will not be stored.

. g. .

4.10.' Evaluation of Diagnostic Thresholds.

Threshold analyses are made to determine if the search is making progress
(by. IIDA's definition) or if the search is developing strategical errors

.

.

.

Which
should be further analyzed and called to the attention of the user. Two
threshold analyses have already been discussed: (1) following. /HELP calls
(Section 4.31; and (2) f011owing syntactic errors (Section 4 ).

The behaviOral characteristics that threshold analyses will identify at
thii point include:

`A. Failure to Ise Facilities.
1,

1. SELECT

- nelatively few sets selected compared to the
total number of commands or sets

- many gets result in -postings indicating failure
to use EXPAND t identify valid index terms

2. COMBINE

- few sets COMBINEd relative to many sets created
argtnnents excessively use one type of logical operation

- the contracted form, Cm -n /op, could be used but wasn't

3. Output commands (TYPE, DISPLAY, PRINT)

- these commands are seldom or never used
- only oue format of output is ever used
- the first few records of very.large sets' are viewed
- only SELECTed sets, not COMBINEd sets. rare viewed

sbts are PRINTed off-line without having been Viewed'.
first by the TYPE command on7line (no sampling)

A



Excessive Use of Facilities

1. SELECT

- too.many SELECTS are issued: relative to the total
OUmber of commands or sets

- excessively large Bets are regularly SELECTed

2*. COMBINE

used too often relative to the number of sets with which it
is working

3. -Output commands.
1!;±-

too many output! Commands relative to the ?total numb
of commands in the sear'

- excessive Aparrliaa Output ,of-pirge sets relative-to total
.sealrtime or number :of' commands

C. Erratic? Behavior

1. REPEATING

- exact repetition of a_command sequentially or with
intervening' commands

- exact*repetition of a series or group of commands
- repetition of a SELECT or COMBINE command in that arguments

reduce to the same normal form

2.. EMPTY-SET GENERATION & USE

- empty sets gSerated mainly by one type of command

- .empty sets used in arguments of subsequent commands

3.,; REGRESSION

viewing records twice with TYPE, but using a,less
informative format the second time

- viewing sets created much earlier in the search

(no continuity with current search activity)

4. MASHING

- changing chistFrs too, often
- erratic group and string patterns
- creating many non-empty lets, but never COMB'INing

or outputting them

i
using complex logical arguments rather. than ,rtl

equivalent simple ones 1-

- carrying out separate searches th &t are never

COMBINEd and thus never converge

R
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DWELLING

- COMBINing a small subset of all sets "rested 'in.
a variety of ways

COMBINES resulting in ever latger sets with no
cOnvergence

overly refining a search with alternate logical
expressions

When the, context string begins with the code "acon", (the new context in
rules presented in Section 4.9), control is tranbferred to the section of the
rules wfiich evaluates diagnostic thresholds; This evaluation is, selectively
based upon the last command issued. For example, evaluation of excessive use.
of facilities will be done on the rasa type of command issued only; evaluation
of failure to use facilities JAL the general sense will be done on all type's of

commands except the last issued. This selective application, of threshold
tests is executed by matches on the command-type code in the context- itring.

The threshold analyses themselves will consist of comparisons with
trouble determined by. the experimental group to represent the tolerable

limits of an effective search. Comparison with these limits is done in
special-sctidns. If the conditions of the present search are Within ,ttle

specified limits, the current context string will remain as it' is to represent
a pass, conditional on a pass of all other thresholds. If all thresholds are
passed, the first four positions of the context-string will be changed to
"fcon" indicating that control is to be transferred to the mode-orientqd-
instructions (see Section 4-.13). If the conditions of the present search
exceed the specified limits, the current context string will be modified to
representa failure condition. The modification will indicate explicitly,
which threshold test was failed by changing positions 3 and 4 of the (

context-string to a code representing the error condition, 0,4., nac63..:".

ear

4.11. Detailed'Analysis and Discussion of Search Problem

When a strategic problem becomes evident by the search's failufe to pass
threshold, further analysis and discussion of the problem with the user is
necessary. The details of these analyses are spelled out in Section 6. If

'micro-analyses are done by theAsCheduling" approach (see Section 4.7), all
,

pending analyses will be executed. If done by the "direct" approach, hose
iicfo=snslyses which roduce information pertinent to the current prob em are
called for and, executed, if they were not recently executed in the delay-time ,

processing.

When program control reacheS this section of the rules, the cone t-string
ihclud the following information: a code for the threshold which Ins not
Passed,. the last command issued, and the current mode and submode. e

appropriate micro-analyses will be called by.the first rule with a matching

context-string. These micro-analyses each involve a at of rules w ich are
distinguished largely by protocol numbers. The .rules call for paragraphs from
II messenu or other special-actions that format statements to be sent to the
user, ,, These paragraphs and statements' will point out specifics on he search
strategy problem to the user.

1
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The user may or may not be a -to respond the paragraph or messW.
Required reslionses may be reithe ode7selectio from a menu or free-text.' If
responses are selections from a men ey n be matched as alternate
Match-strings an the rules, mneh. like responses were matched in the /HELP ,

secti on of the rule table. Free text will simply be recorded in the log.
This procesS may be iterated. EvAntuallY the conversation Will be terminated.,
by I/DA. The context string will then be set. to "feOn+", transferring control
to the mode-oriented instructions.

The entire conversation will be recorded by the log kept on the IIDA
search session. This log is made, available by simply enabling the Multics
audit facility before the session begins. A code indicating all IIDA-to-user
messages in this section may alio be stored in the help history data
structure as well as any user-to-IDA menu-selections or statements received
in response. If the game assistance must, be given twice, it can be stated in
a more forceful way the second time since a special-actiorl in the series of
rules can search the data structure, for earlier it-depth analyses caught by
the same threshold analysis.

4:12. Processing the END; Command

-If the user enters "END" and confirms his wish to end, the search (See

Section 4.4), the commend will, be sent to DIALO and the DIALOG response wit,
he-relayed --to-the-user . IIDA will have-intery ed and asked -the--user by ua ,

menu display: : (1) whether he wishes to do snot er search using IIDA, (2)
whether he is altogether finished with his .present search, or (3) whether he
would 44r to save his present search' and be able to', return to it later. In

,,
, all three 'cases, the student data structures are written to a disk fire for
later research and -analysis, nnd; if the user chose the third option, for
later restoration, as well.

. .

If the user chose to do another search using 'IDA, Ile is again offered at
this point, a menu of 'the .four modes in which IIDA searching can be done.

After he chooses, the mode, IIDA .will ,reinitialize its . counters, etc., and
begin cycling in the' chosen mode. If the user indicates that he is altogether
through, IIDA logi out of DIALOG and exits to the MULTICS monitor. level. From
here the user is expected to log Out of MULTICS. ;,f the user indicates that
Ahe wishes to pick up hi. search at a later time, IIDA will mark the output
file to this effect, log out of DIALOC.and exit to the MULTICS monitor' level.

When the user logs into IIDA the next time, IIDA will 'chaFtS if acontinuation
search is pending for him. If so, IIDA will restore all data structures
internally: All valid.DIALOG commands are reissued in 'order to reestablish "-r
the DIALOG search files. Searching then can commence where it left off in tha
previous session.



4.13. Mode-Oriented.Front-End Instruction

The input stream' from the user at this time may contain either commands

which' were entered as part of a stack of commands or the terminating substring
The first rules in this section determine which of these is in the

input Bream. If 'comma ds remain in the input stream, control' transfers to
evaluate if the text .cowman is "/HELP".; That is, the context string is
changed "tou" to possibly atch the first rules discussed in. SeCtiOns 4.3 and
4.4. If the input stream contains only the term;_nating substring "-..",
mode-specific instrucio is necessary to cue the user for the input of
commands'. In this 'latter case only, the following discussion applies.'.

For the three exercise modes, the function of the rules in this section iS
as followee (1) inform the user as to which command or.commands-may be
entered next, (2) increment the submode code in the context-string if the
previous command was without error and is a new Command to the current
submode, and (3) keep the current submode code in the context string if the
previous command entered involved an error or is not new to the current
submode. Errors in the previous command are identified by positions 3 and 4
of the context string being anything other than the two letters-,"on".

The information provided by exercise mode 1, the "canned search", is more
extensive than that provided by the other exercise modes because it intendi to
teach from the example of the very particular commands which it allows. This
teaching involves rule-based calls for messages from the table "messen", which
have been exemplified several times already. These messageg both explain the
resul ts. of the previous command and provide motivation for entering the next
command. If the Previous-command involved an error,,a rule in this section
will re-request the command in another way.- That is, the discussion the
second time around will try. to provide a different perspective on the command
to insure that it is entered correctly. W.

The information provided by exercise mode 2, "the subset of the full
command set", should be sufficiently terse that it can be included in the
user-message part of the rule. When the rule's submode and mode codes in the-
context-string are matched, the rule's user-messageis sent to the user. If

the previous command was without error, the submode is incremented loy thenew
concext. Otherwise, it is kept the same as the old context. See Table
4.1110, for an example of how this might be done for exercise mode 2. Note
how the submode is advanced only if the command entered~ was correct and was a
new command for the submode.

'The information'provided by exercise mode 3, the "full Command set", is
much like exercise mode 2 in terseness. It differs, however, in' that it will
require the,user to explicitly attempt every type of DIALOG command being

' analyzed by IIDA. The rule controls are 'similar to those shown in
Table 4.13.1, although they may be more involved.

For the assistance mode, no mode-control front-end is needed other than a'

rule something like the'' following for changing the context, string:

rul /fc=--a/:.//ucon::://



/fcOlv-aabe/:.,,EnterSELECT, EXPAND', or /HELP

/f "-sa/:.,,Enter.BEGIN or /HELP,,/lucon+//...6andu..
r.

.,,Enter, SELECT, EXPAND or /HELP, , //ucoa: ec,//..sendu..

,Enter SELECT, EXPAND,'o'r PIELP,,//uton+//..sandu,. r4'

//ucon:sb//..S.equ'..,

Ifcon-sbS/:

/icon -scs/: .,,Enter SELECT, EXPAND, or /HELP,,//ucon:ad//..sendli..

jfe7-=Oc/.:,.1,Enter SELECT, EXPAND or /HELP

/fcon-sdc/:t,,Entex SELECT

llucon+//..sendu..

EXPAND, COMBINE,.or ',//uOon:sa//.2sendu..

/fc---sd/e.,,E.nter SELECT, EXPAND COMBINE, or IHELP,,//ucon+//..sendu:'.

/fton-seotl:.,,Ener COMBINE, TYPE, or /HELP"llucon://,-eendu,

/fc---ee/:.,,Entet COMBINE, TYPE or /HELPIJ/hicon+//...sendu..

/fcon-sfi:.,,Enter any command you have, learned,,//uCon+//..sendu.,-

Table 4.13
the second
whenever a
though, is
problem or

.1. Front:-end instructions: These examples are possibilities f

, that is, the'subset, exercise mode. The submode is.incremente
new command allowed by the submode is first used. The, submode,

not incremented if the 6ious coiniand involved in error or
if the given command was already entered once within the submod

or

e.



4.14. proctor. Access to the User and the Search

Mete will be times when personnel on the IIDA,project will want to
interact with the user as he is searching andextract information about his
search. In this proctor mode, it will be possible to monitor t. user's search
make suggeations to the user,.receive remarks from the user, and review a.
summary of the user's search -- all while the search itself is in progress.

The first two of these functions can be handled from the MULTIC$ monitor
level by the MULTICS'aildit facility and the MULTICS command "send message".
The remaining two functions must be programmed. Receiving remarG. from the
user will be part of'the IIDA-user system. Reviewing' a summary' of the user's
search will be a separate job initiated by the proctor.

0 4 /
.The MULTIC$ audit,facility makes it possible to capture on a file all

messages that enter and leave a system. For the IIDA system this includes all
c....ands and responses from the user, all responses from/DIALOG, and all
-I 1A-initiated messages. This. can be reviewed by another MULTICS user, in
this case the proctor, at another terminal. The review can be simultaneous
with the. IIDA user's activity. Thus the proctor can essentially review the
search in real-time.

The MULTICS monitor command "send_message" enables the, proctor to send a

') message to the user at his terminal. Switches can be set ,ao that the message
appears, after the user's current i/o operation has been. with an
end-of-4ine code--the-user thus will not be interrupted'' he is entering a
command.

, 4

the IIDA system will provide the user with the option of entering a

special .command to send a comment to the proctor. This command may be some
variation of CONIT's "comment" command, perhaps renamed "/COMMENT" or "/SEND",
to conform to the syntax of IIDA-directed as opposed to DIALOG-directed
commands. .Such.a comment will appea't in the real-time activity log if the
proctor is using the, audit facility and will appear immediately at the
prOctor's,terminal if it 'is set, to "accept_messages".

Reviewing a summary of the user's search requires a distinct program
called by the proctor. A switch can be set in the main IIDA program to write
the user's data structures out to 'a file periodically during the search. The
proctor's program will read this file and format the' data at the 'proctor's
terminal for, him to' review. Access to this intermediate-file will be provided,:
to both the main IIDA program and the proctor's program.



Data Structure

5.1 Overview

.11,J

t
The, search history database:contains.extracted_and coMputed values

ActerAZing a Single.userTS interaction with the DIALOb bibliographicdatal..base

service. These data represent a.seatCh.session-from the time the user begins

ligingJIDA to:System logoff.
q.

User input, data base responses, and IIDA analyses of the search based. n
evaluation of input patterns and DIALOG feedback constitute Ole 'structure.
These data are gathered and stored primarily to ,providet the. diagnostic pro-

_

grams with information it uses to study the search in progtess

IIDA is:concernedabout thefwhole search comprised:of interrelated corn-

inands The history files make it possible for the.diagnosti&prOgtaMs'to.
-determine how Commands are relatedSs' it views the search retrospectivelYjrdm

.
the current entry to the first. command. Actual behaviorcanthus he compared:
with ideal, behavior. Command sequences are examined fot CommOn'pocedUral
deviations;

IIDA's-ptimary interest with a' single command entry is its eveRtual trans-
mission in a syntaCtically dortect.form to the search system. If the parser
recognizes-Syntacticerrors, the eommand.iglabeld erroneOtts4 the error pin
pointed if possible, the data base information` recorded, and the user inforMe
and gien,the opportunity to reenter the Command.

Large segments of the data base are updated when a single correct command

is entered. Depending on the type and format of the command,:various reduc-
tion, expansion,.dr ,look-Up routines are initiated or scheduled. By, the time

a command has been trangmitted to DIALOG, TIDA has already noted and posted

the command text; type, and class; given it a string assignment; normalized it

if necessary; and separated it into command related components- Expansion

routines have been Scheduled or Completed, and the response parser haS been
prepared to ieceive.a particular response format.

When a control command is recognized, additional' file valueg are updated.
-'When thresholds are crossed or in-depth analyses initiated, other elements are
entered in the data base.

A

The details and coordination of'the data recording techniques are dis-=

cussed in section 5.3.

While the diagnostic programs. will address the student data structures

Most frequently', the files (or libsets thMeof) are nloilable to both the

searcher and proctor. The searcher may. wish to recapitulate his Search
periodically to assess current progress or to assist in formulating further.

strategy. The arrangement of the data files (see section_5.2),makes it pos-,
Bible for him to view this information from a variety of perspectives... H0 may

be interested in the sets generated, the commandl' entered, or tpe records
viewed. -Using options in /HELP he may request displays of data'covering these

topics.



The proctbr' has access to all, history data -while the search is in
Progress. Copies of the data files are available in a common arca, and dur
rent input may be transmit,ted directly to the proctor 's station. A report'
formatting routine, described in '5.4, organizes,, labels, and displays the
history data for both the proctor and searcher.

At 'the conclusion of the search the data structure will contain informa-
tiOn of great 'value in studying long-term search behavior. After the user has
logged off ; the files are edited and copied to a more permanent storage loca-
tion. Data can then ,be analyzed across searchers or over time for a given
searcher. The accpmulation of detailed data. on search behavior win con-

,- tribute, to future refinement of IIDA diagnostic routines.

5.2 Data Structure Contents'
4 .

The data: structure comprises six distinct but related categories. The.

Sub-itructures.Are referred tO As history,. files since each chronicles the'`
progtess of a specific : aspect of the search .' The six categories are: com-
mands used, sets .generated, records and' sets viewed, errors made, /HELP
called, and_ descriptors used.

Five files reside in memory and are logically interconnected through the
use .of Pointers. The sixth data set is ,an indeXed sequential file The

! structure as a whole .is ,organized so that elements' are stored efficiently and
are easily accessible. The indexed file arrangement, which permits dynamic
growth, is used for the descriptors file. A computed abbreviation:Of the
descriptOr becomes the key to the .descriptor is thuS entered only.
once, and 'various details are updated with each usage.:

The six files contain values needed by ,the' diagnostic .routineS these
elements can also be viewed by:the searcher. and 'proctor.. The files contain
the following specific items.

(A) COMMAND HISTORY (contains sequence of all commands entered and
encoded descriptive data about each entry

(1) Command text: user input exactly as entered regardless
`of classification

(2) Command class: a parser assigned code.;, lassifying the
command as valid, erroneous , . or control4 i.e., an 11DA
directive

,(3) Normalized text:, a standardized rearrangement of the
command to enable comparisoni with other commandS;
especially useful in determining whether commands in
different tOrmats mean precisely the same thing

(4) String type: parser assigned- value based on the type
of command; used in grouping routine; differs from
command type..(6) in hat various. commands and command
formatS can be assigned a Similar string type depending
on function

50



Fi le

I IDA SEARCH HISTORY DATA BASE

Element 'Source

COMMAND
HISTORY

i

.

-

,

(1) Command text

,(2) Command class
(valid, error,control)

'I
(3) Normalized text

(4) String type

(5)' Group assignment

(6) Command type

.

User.input .

Parser

Normalization routine

Strinc! Assignment

Grouping routine

Parseo
,

4

.

SET
HISTORY

.

(1) Set numbe'r

(2) Set size

(3) Zero set flag

(4) Type of-command
creating set

(5) Number of command.
creating set

(6) Number of times.
, set referenced

(7) Expansion of set
descriptors

(`8) Normalized
descriptors

Response parser'

RespOnse parser

Zero se916ck routine

Parser

Parser

Parsec

.
.

Descriptor expansion rout

Nor9alizatiop routine

SETS &
RECORDS

VIEWED

(1) Set number

(2) Range of records
. viewed

(3) Format of records

(4)-Accession numbers
,

(5) Position within set

(6) Relevance assigned

Parser

Parser

Parser

Response parser ,

.

Parser

User input

ERRORS

HISTORY (1) Error text

,(2) Command type

(3) Error type

,User input (identified by parser)

Parser , .

Parser
.

Figure 5.2

t'



File

111WSEARCH HISTORY DATA BASE

EleMent Source

/HELP
HISTORY

(1). Count. of types of

/HELP called

(2) Location of /HELP
call

(3) Time data

/HELP routine

/KLP roUtine

/HELP routine.

DESCRIPTORS
USED

(1) Descriptor text

(2) Ortgyiel argument

(3) .Number of postings

(4) Count of times used
as argument of
S4t,R, or ,C

(5) Number. of related terms

(6) Flag of descriptors
seen in RELATE or
EXPAND tables

,ter

Parser onset descrtptOr
e pans ion or Unstadlci ng

utines- depending on format
argument

,,Parser

Response parser

Response parser
A'

'Response parser or EXPAND
expans ion routine

Response parser

A

;Figure 5.2 Continued ,

t.



(5) Group assignment: code given to a.commandduring the
groupilig routine; indicates command's relationship to
other I commands

s.
(6) .0commapt type! :uniquevalue for .each possible command.

(B)" SET HISTORY. andeied 'bY.,fiet numbers assigned by 1:0100.

(1) Set number: ._,index to file corresponding to DIALOG

assigned set nuMher which has been extracted by IIDA in
response to a,set-generat;ng command

(2) Set size: number,of items in .set,, .computed byDIALOG
and extrapted 'by response parser

(3) Type of /command creating set: equivalent t (A.:6)

.

(4) NuMber of command creating set: pOinter to entry in
7 . ,

(5).

command history.

NuMbet of times set referenced: 'initialized zero and
incremented every timeaatnumber referenced by in any,
Command

(6) Expansion of set, descriptors: partiCularly%Useful in
regenerating ge-coMponents of a .COMBINE; het numbers
are translated into descriptors `7

(7) Normalized descriptors:.: abOVe descriptors rearranged in
standard format'to facilitate comparisons

(C) SETS'. AND RECpRD VIEWED

(1) Set number: pointer to set from which records are viewed

(2) Range of records viewed: sequence nuMber of records

within a set examined_during a single viewing.

(3) ForMat .of records viewed: Code indicating the format in

which records were seen

(4) Acceision numbers: DIALOG assigned identification
numbers ofr.the records viewed .

(5) Relevance assigned: rating given to the record by the
'searcher" for LhaL viewing

(D) ERROR HISTORY

(1) error text: ointer to erroneous entry in the COMMAND

HISTORY file

58
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( :Command .:tY:pe: pointer to command type entry (if
identifiable) in the COMMAND HISTORY file

.(3) Brior patier assigned error classificati'on code

) IHELP HISTORY,

(1) Count of time /HELP. called: a count-ii for each type o
/HELP is incremented every time a control routine is 4

called by the searcher

(I) Location of /HELP call: pointer to precding valid
command.to place call in the context of the search

(3) Time dat: time spent in /HELP defined by entry,
exit times

(F) D.SCRIPTORS USED

(I) _Destripio; text: .term is transiormed to a key and the
descrptpr entered oil the file; this standard ,entry N./il
tig''used for various foriats representing the same valiie

-

(2) Original argument: may- be the same text as above TT a
bk_eviated. format, such

argument, or truncated version
?

(3) Ndmber of postingt: , number of items in bibliographic
data base indexa./by the descriptor -

CO Count of , times tlescr4tor used as argument of SELECT,
EXPAND, "BELATt", or COMBINE: counter incremented
'depending on command _type associated with argument

,

Number of related ter6s :. count of related terms'
extracted fionl EXPAND dis,play

* "(6) Flag of Aescriitors
bit set to indicate
searcher

seen' in "RELATE" or EXPAND tables:
term was displayed in table tothat

5.3 Data Fee orc1 ing

./HELP

When the Sedicher.- asks for ;assistance, 'the /HELP' r,outine is invoked. The
data-base update segment acids .touf'values to the HELP HISTORY table in the
student history the time /HELP is entered, ,the time at which. control
retUrns to thesmaion _program, a Pointer to the prekrious command,, and` the
specific type of IIDA, assistance required. These data are needed by the /HELP
`diagnostic routine' in TIDA assistance;



"DIAGNQSTIC SUPPORT ROUTINE$

ROUTINE

(1) Command parser

(2) Cycle detector

Expanded. Inc lex
Viewing Status

(4) Response. Parser

° (5) = Tbesaurus Loolc-up

(6) Long -term Data
Update

(1) COMBINE Exp nder

(2) E & 11'Expander'

(3)'NOrmalization

EstabliSheg syntactical ;"1.:

correctness of-ingui line;
records values in.- dita:base;
callif,..strtng .astignmeAt
normalizati'on, and'. expiinsien..
routines where appropriate

Evaluates series' of etrings tcy
determine relationattapi,to
other strings; assigns Cycle
number

e.

'Determines format of detkriptOr;
invokefivlAxpansion routines if

tied; DESCRIPTOR HISTORY Q

for viewing status

txtracts field values and posts'
to history files /

Issue§ EXPAND arg to DIAIKQG:
performs ioot"word, chectic and-
returns results to ca ling

-routine 11.1

Computes and stores values os..
long-term search record,

Translates.set numbers or' ranges
-into--decri--pt ibrS .

.. .._ so-

Replaces- B-4and R- Identifiets
with corresponding. descriptors

Transform§ command Input -to
standard form

(1) .SIring -assignment On basis, of command and
, type assigns, the same or ne

string number. to 'entry; increi
counters;, computes averages

EXtracts single commands from
`-- _multiple command --entries



5.3.2 Microanahtic Routines

(1) Command Parser

ThM parser examinei every non-controi entry ,checkin syntalti standardizin .

format, an& updating the history files. After the routine 4solates and iden-
tifies 'the coMmiand, the parser" evaluates the argument. , Each command type has-
One or more acceptable argument formats. The recognition segment of the,
imarser addresses the problem 'of designating categories 'to "tries depending on
various command/argument combinations.

- ,
i.,..,...

.. T1,:-eithet the ._ command:Or argument ':.fOrMat IS, eironeOus. . the parser calla.,
the update routine 'which posts relevant' data tothe COMMAND and ERROR HISTORY
files. , .

If: the. entry is deemed acceptable

*P11.40SriOus assigned' and computed
Values Originating :froM the parser or
wind, text, tommand:,classifi cation and

, I
, the update routine- fecoids the entry as
7 values to the COMMANU.HISTORk table
parser- invoked routines include:, com-
type, and time data.

The parser also sets flags based on argument format scheduling routines' to
be run at a later, time. ;

If the entry is a, series, of stacked commands, the parser calls an un-
stacking-routine which is plates the commands. The parser then processes each
command separately. Each individual command will haver its own data base
entry, And a bit will b set to identify it as part of a stacked command se-
quence.

(2); Response Parser..

The nommand parser sets an indicator which tells the response. parser what
to expect fromIIALOG in response, to the command;issued. When a message is
received, this routine first checks for DIALOG or netOrk messages. If a
problem is identified, the user is inforded of proceduies to be followed.

:

If -no errors or problems .are detected,- the response parser accepts the re7
turn line or table, stripping:off headings, and capturing..significant Values.
ome of .: the. data: are stored temporarily .while others:are poSted to the historyome

- ,

ilex.. ..

Update routines are invoked according;;to the type of, command .issued. Set

generating commands, cause fields in the SET HISTORY and DESCRIPTORS USED files
to be updated. EXPAND or "RELATE" acemands produce values stbred 'in teGporary
tables and posted to the DESCRIPTORS USED file. Print gene&ting commands
generate "data to be recorded in the SETS & RECORDS VIEWED file.

(3) Cycle DaessAr

The cycle detector is called fter the string type has been assigned-.,
the current string type is not leas thari the previouS string type value, the
command is considerQd within the same cycle and assigned the same group
number.,::If less% the group coUnter is incremented, and a bit' set to note a
group change. The 'roup assignment is posted to 'the COMMAND HISTORY table.



This ,routitle is called Irom the input 'parsetk when .the command is rgeog-

nized as EXPAND or SELECT and the argument is identified as E- or. R..
The parser checks to see _if requisite flags have been-set .indicating_that_a______

table has been built by a previous 'eomgiand. If not, an error is transmitted-,

to the user. Otheiwise, the value .is looked up:in .tbe stored table captred
by the response parser. Ead) expanIded argument is posted to the DESCRIPTORS
USED history noting that the 'original 'input is in E- .or R- format. Each ex-

panded command ii listed' in the'COMMAND HISTORY-file with :a bit Vet to Show.

that the arguMent was abbreviated.
,

(2) Combine' EXpander,

The parser anticipates that the argument_ of, a COMBINE command-will ,contain

set numbers connected by the Boolean "AND"; "NOT", pr "OR" operators with com- v

plex combinitions erilbedded in parentheses. Alternatively the: abbreviated .form

poT be used when the sets' to be combined are sequentially' numbered and odn-

nected by ,the same operator. The expansion routine addresses the destriptor

field of the SET. HISTORY. table using the set number as an index The refer-

enced descriptors are .combined with the Bbolean operators in the same Order _A

input, recorded in the SET HISTORY file, and passed,seb 'the normalization

'routine. \

(3) Normekilation.lOutine

The function of:th& nOtrialiiation procedure is
sent- of arguments of the eXpanded COMBINE command.
the steps followed to produce normalized arguments

the normal formgt field of the. SE't HISTORY table.

'(4)-Expanded Index Routine

to standardize OA arrange7-
SeCtidn 4. 3 ,dis dugs es'

The output is PosOd to

. .-

In .response: to an EXPAND command the system-will ,returd.a tabl

played-to the. user and stored by-the :response p'arser: 'Thiatable.
and descriptors posted to the DESCRIPTORS. HISTORY Ille,: A bit-is
dicate that the descriptor was seen in. an expanded display.

, .

°

"RELATE" (i..e.,'%EXPAND D-series,) data ale reCor'ded similarly.

viously set will indicate.asecdnd EXPAND has beeh entered .: . 4. hit
Oidw that. related ,tilrms were seen in tabular fOr6at by' the user.:

. . .
,

e be dis-

,scanned

set to in

5.3.4 utility Routines

(I) String Assignment

A flag Oi, t-
,4

is set' *

The parser calls the ,string assignment 'special .actiono for eve y

command. The combination of command type and Ogument format determines, the

string type to be assigned. If -the current'' siring type is the sam as the



.previous, string type, the command is added, as a member of that string. Other,-

wise the string counter is -incremented;.: the current command !becomes the first
_entry in that The string 'assigruhent is recorded *,n the COMMAND
HISTORY tale] e. When the string type chhges, the average number of string
members is caMputed.

(2).Unstacker

The unstacking sub-routine is called when a multiple command line 'is en-
counfered by the parser as a result of scanning the entry for one or 'more

semicolons-. If the value of the position' of a semicolOn is not equal . to zero,
'i.e., there is.' a semicolon in the string, the unsticking routine sub-strings
the command between delimiters. The procedure continues until the end of the
string is reached. As each command is "moved to a separate temporary storage
location; a. command counter is incremented. This counter informs the parser
how many individual commands must be-processed.

. !
.

.,

4, ,Parsing then procfieds command by command interacting with the user when-
ever &roneous syntax is encountered. Data related to each command is re-.
corded in the history 41es. A bit is set to' indicate. that the command was
input in stacked format.

Multiple command line are entered in the student data base as sepaiate
.

commands since information related to each component may be needed for diag-
nostic purpose The original command lind will be transmitted to-DIALOG if

(

all parts are correct; otherwise separate. comeands will be issued:

5.4 Report Generation

.
.

,

Bce-the searcher and proctor have access to values in the perfortance
data structure. The searcher is offered formatted sections of the structure
as /HELP° opiions. The proctor can request detailed and summary information on
the currnet search by running the proctor report program. 4

14' ,

The report, generation programs address selected fields of, the data struc-
ture': perform some cothputapions, format a ,print file, and displa'y the report
to. the, searcher or proctor:1\ The searcher and proctor reports contain man'y of
the --same fields. Summarizing -t he -ae-archf or-the -user is intended to assist,
him in evaluating progress and ,formulating further strategy: The 'orts dis-
played to the proctor give the same basic information plus snore d t led diag-
nostic data.

Reports can be generated to ootain information 'on commands' issued, sets
generatedi descriptors used, records viewed, and errors made' proctor can
'request reports on the usage of /HELP and performane analysis. routines.

The proctor can also view the, search sin progress. Current inputs and data
base responses can be displayed at the liroCtor's station for real time moni-
toring of the search.



Long -Term Data Storage

The command history file will?e 'retained at the conclusion
search. Heade'r data will precede search details. The file will
to off-liiie- storage., The search may be rerun by submitting the

to restructure the detaila of the search. A feattire of this -reg

_progr iam is -the ability to' interrupt the search at any point and
ing of values in the data structure.

of the
,be relegated
enmm a n d

erea tion

force ost 1-ist-r



sThe diagnostic. prograins are a 'set of routines used to. analyze -dynamically
tile search in;progress.c The programs are called when certain qualifying 'conr..'

dltions are Met. Various routines are invoke:d,,for:

every command input
. specific command types, And _formats

,

. DIALOG responses to specie, coninand Ypes

. changes -ih .cOMmand, type

. contents of %command arguinentp vis a vis previous arguments *.

The Main function Of elle diagnostic programs is to evaluate the search b
examining and comparing 'command entries to--detect significant behavior pat-
.terns and to alert the searcher when IIDA. perceives a, problem. Additionally
there are some routines which restructure or redefine the data to .support the
analysis programs: - The diagnostic routines can be classified according to
function.

the programs. referenced in Section 5.3 perform primaKily a supPorting1
.role. The expansion routines (COMBINE and E- and RAextenders) translate:

abbreviations or alternate versions of arguments into amore meaningfol .format
for Avid-zing- or comparison. Set numbers are transformed to descriptor combin-
atigns, and E- and R- series refereddes become single or ranges of terTh" The
string, and cycle assignment routines assign codes to each entry which are
needed for more de iled threshold and in-depth analyses.

The normalization( routine standardizes the elements of the input line.
The, solempurpose' of these routines 0.s to enable the 'performance analysls

programs to'.function more effectively. In fhpmselves, these support routines
are of little value. The parser , of courgei is useful in providing the user
with feedback on erroneous entries; but in the process of scanning an entry,
it also updates history kements which are essential for procedural and
strategic analysis. The response parser also p'rovides impdrtant data for the
analysis routines. The parser level of analysis is concerned mainly with
sinzle .inputa and responee.

. Performance' analysis based on the -whole search- is the main-emphasis of
IIDA. The next level of diagnostic programs endeavors to perform the detailed
analyses of various search aspects. Performance analysis is a two step
process. Preliminary threshold checks are made follovied by in-depth analyses.

The threshold checks' examine selected data in the History files, perform
some,computations,, and evaluate the results against experimentally predeter--
mined threshold values. The type of command determines which checks are it be

"made. Some of:the a!lpects evaluated are:

(1) /HtLP usage
(2) Errors made .

(3) Sets. cx eated with, zero postings

(4) Duplicate commands entered.
(5) Time hsage

(6) String and cycle analysis



DIAGNOSTIC ROUTINES

ao

Invalidirgument

set number

Extess errors

Initial letter Hof

and specific characters

found in user command

Alr.of message less

command

Command tip .(TYPE/

COMBINE/tIMIT); command

text; current index to

SET:HISTORY table

Error co'de:in COMMAND

HISTORYtable4_,total;±__

error. count and error

'.by type count

jnfbil user than command

incorrect; 411 how entry' was

interprete4 elicit new
.command

Inform user that set'nqiber is

is, out of range; elicit new

command

Error Analysis IfAhresh010 of same types.

exceeded; nform 'user;*

ifithresh d.of total errors-,

-.exceeded, ffer ,exercise mode'

pr,HELP op ion.,



BEHAVIOR TYPE

Poor Procedure

Excessive sets with .

zero postings without

EXPAND commands

issued,

oa

m.

Uninformative format

. Repeated commands,

ea.

iIAGNOSTI'C .ROU,t1 NE S

BA p

zero set threshold doted*

cheO whether'argument

'seen on' EXPAND table'

.Command .text; check all

normalized commands:issued'I

for'Ouplicatevtries

Tero Set Ana lyils

6.2

Duplicate Command-,

AnalYsis

6.3

.

.

IssU(theSaurus lookuP;.scan

table for similar: termg,suggest

use of EXPAND

CoMment on redundancy; suggest.

that searcher plarrahead;

review "review" facilitiei

t

Command'text of type/display.:,

format field

"1.0

f(g)

to-

rt

Inform user that output: s not

js icit. particularly, bel0fUl;

describeAELP facilities

Series_of wrong.

ansWers3,

Non=Ust olthesaOrus

. ,

IIDA-Ostr. dialog;.resPonSt

repOreOther than new,

cOmMand entry

Parser (following

IIDA cue)

4.6

hilt out what's happening and

recommend alternate answer

N'.

Check Set ,h'istorY, for # of

non-null sets; check command

history fornon-use of EXPAND

ExCesiiVe.time.

.Abetwetn,commands):,

Excessive total time

Time threshold #1: computed

time between,command,entries

.)

Expand Usage

Analysis,

6.4

Time Analysis

6.5.1

Issue ,thesaurus look-up

checking for similar

present to searcherpossibilty

that:similar and related terms

may exist in data baSel,sUggest.,

pOssible use of EXPAND

Inform user of excessiVe time

usage; query. regarding pacing '

1

Time threshold #2: compOted

total time

Time Analysis

6.5.2,

inforM,user; ask if assistance

-needed; offer-irfartbfliEtP1-77

Or proctor



DIAGNOSTIC ROUTINES

BASIS

A

Foctr Strittgy

Unreferenced nOti-nul 1

sets

Excessive string

, ;! length

00

xcessive cycle length

of:

.0

Dwelling

Set used flag equals zero

'after several ,intervening

Commands (beginning with the

third: group

Current'stringjength an

average stinglength:

Set Usage Analysis 19forin user that set 'has never

be,en lferenced

ee 'dwell ing action, .

Current, cycle length and

:averagecyCle length

,Cycle Analysis(

currentLength of current COMBINE.

type string; referent sets

of C -type commadds; set

sizes

Dwelling Analysis

o

Thrashing

P. 4

Length of C... string; number:

of cycles,; referent set or'

commands'

6,9

Thrashieng Analysis

6.10

Inform user of dWellinOtatus;

ask objectiveand how far from:14 _

offer HELP; revieWestrategy,.

reyfew'of SET ,HISTORY

(A single comic and trigger,a:

nymberof ualysis rbutioes; no

more., than One'sUch,action)lilf

bejnitiated'fOr a command;)

inforMieri4rOmpt user:

whicOet,risclosest to

objectiv,0,12)H40n

0000i'ifq001:recent.

groo suggest Work.on,it; offdr

HELP;, review of strate4i, review'.

tf sets

1



.Extraneods commanda-
X8) Pweliiiig_
(9) Thrashing

n a threshold Is .crossed; an- in-depth analysis is, undertaken.' There
.are various 3rnitiating conditions for each of the detailed analydes, each

corresponding to a specific problem ,or,..Wuti 'ot cansei factors.. In some in-
.- starices, the in-depth programs, must perfkin- further :analyses -t in4bint

problem areas. After the more detailed evalilation is done, II converses -
with the searcher. This tnteractiorr is intendtd-to inform' tte'-us,'er 'of the :*

, , ... ,system's diagnosis of the state,. of the Eifir'ch. One cf a series 'of messages is ,
displayed guiditfg ttie user to consider' alternate strategilsl'or` usage of facil-7

- . .

.'ties.
- ,,The main categories,of threshold and in-depth analyses arediscussed in`,

section 6.1-. Two support programs °not' refereneed in section 5.3 (since their
utilization does not contribute(data, to the history structure) are described
in section 6.2. . --1/4-i

a

6.1 ,Perfarmante Analysis Programs

6.4.L :Parier

The parser systematically studies eVery,non-control command for acceptable'
and

/ . ., ., callf_4.r(come: d and argument syntactic Structure. The parserirma-y cail ,other "micro -c,
. _analytic or support routines as a result.of this examinatidri. =It may.. also

interact with the searcher 'when errors are encountered. Specific diagnosis, of
- errors, is a parser objective. Invalid commands and arguments are identified;

as are context errors, such Is'invalid sat numbeA or upinformative printing.
formats. The parser, is described in great4 detail in. 'section 2.4.6.

1 . .

.

6.4.2 Error Analyses:
. , .

,Thrsholds': - count of total errors and errors by type. .

This routine is called by the parser following the detection and classifi-,
cation of a syntactic error. Two co.anters' are incremented; the, fitrst counts
errors according to type and the other accumulates, total error's., These
counts are matched against ,the -threS
threshold , indicates that the s ear che
has thuir-received IIDA messages diag
When the .threshold is crossed, a mo1r,
user; a detailed explanation is gtv
for avoiding the problem in the futur

old values. Exceedingtthe error type
has committed this error repeatedly; he

osing the error on several occasions .
comprehensive mesSage is sentAtio thc
and specifc proCedures "are S:uggested

If the total error count is, excessivelyhigb, the searcher may lAk
knonedge of the fundamentals of command, construction. and usage.- 'crossing
this threshold results .i,n a message to the user dffering help in the form of
strategy review or assist,ance'in the form qf the exercise made.,



.. ,
.

6.1.3 Zer-o,.Se Analysis .
Ea 4' -`"

Threshold: 'idtS1 ntimberi:of successive zero seta 'y

zero run after. the resporite parser has. evAlnated the_r

zero' se7-0-Otrhte-r: --in4C:reitient etr. Ibis new .counter'..:Value cQinlAred :Wi.th
, aptilbSe,'6, a _SELECT? COtsmand..,,P

lo .tifettilltlad If Many: Zero: sets. ,have been !produced JAitieiyg.:./1,-seaceli.-, ther
..,ineut the SELECT Wiftl,' be Up in the'DESItIriORS'"USED . file. to:7 determiMe

tokether.,-tlie" term was. el;er''Se4n, in 'an EXPAND i.19411..1/441TE"41ali ' If ,ther.aiii*
ilerit'hak,appeared ',EXPAND _table , IIDA7tiemirida, the segrthera that - the': dip-
.pfsy .viewed previously revealetl.o documents indexed by 'that dee'criptO.
EXPAND: was nevet:tis9ed,. a these ris loqk-up,will be' igietivd The <table
will not tbe.,displayed-to the ivatr, btlt ,he des /..iptOrd, 'will lie scanned
terms similar tothe ergunient cleaCripeors exP;kt .i,,n;,the, file, the, use
of EXPAND `wit' be reconifiendad to' the searclier.

/HELP and time Analysis

Thresholds': 0.the in MELP
tot<aL time sin search
t between Command's'_7_14

Time recorded at4 various': intervals, is used to" mieabore >systein as well -.as
) , - . &, -- L

.,

search' ferformance:- Time data are tollected .i..i,en ...the. following events occur:
.

Event , t. - ,: ; - . 7"'. Meashres :, r
s

.

d Leg. In': . : Search, edSSion start time , .

Command Entered ;Time -ketween tommand3entries
/HELP (In, W. Out) , : ".. --' Utilization of,1/DA--Aisis'Eance
Message ta DIALOG -: Host and network response timer-.

(Out & In) 2-
- Log 'Out .Iength isslons i

.

°

--The÷sesarcher Isuse of time may,..refleCt...progress or -Problems. Three -time
eleMents ,, for which threshh-lds.- are 'ClieCked focus On performance;

when the usstr, calls' for atsistakce by entering a. control .COmMand, the time
f: is. noted. When the searcher exits ti.l /HELP routine, the time spent in that
mode is computed Total .HELP-time as a tercenage Of, total search time.-is
'compared with threi-hOld value .' ',Exceeding this .]knit, may catise IIDA,(to
cou'rage the ,user to reOurnhte::e2roercise mode or 'pr.ompta the proctor, to intervener.

,

Time between coMmAnds as -*e14. tbeal, ,kearqi,tisie is computed. If either
time Ibng, IIDA will query 'the Searher regarding problems for,
pacing. ; If 14§si seancfp:is needed, the /HEL1).Menu -be offered, or" the' -'



6.1.$ Duplicate Command: Analysis.

..

The-ident/fication of .command
Tepetiti4

on.-by means of bio leVelp of .com- ,

404tins..is the funntiOn of thisroutine. "Every :valid entry is transfcrined to
'::.i.licrinaliied format. the most resent entry ia.then.noMliared with All preced-

ing" commands in original as:well*a& ncirmalized form. ..
;- i

An original
been submitted.

forms. In this
COMBINE 2 * 1.,

'

. .. .
.

entry.mretch means that ?rectaely the. same line-, S already .
Two'equivalent.lines will be detected byazparirig normalized

;way COMBINE 1 *.2 will be recognized as meaning, the :Same as

,

When redundancy is observed, IIDA will amention to the earcher that he haa
entered the same command previously*im either the 'same or different formats.
The user message will include a survey of review optiops and the.recommend-
ations that the *searcher plan his srategy in advance as much as'poisible.

6.1.6 Expand Usage Analysis

Threshold: number of SELECTs. with no precet6gEXPANDs
.

ITDA checks the descriptor history,iile,to see if an EXPAND argument hest.
creviwly entered,whenever a SELECT argument generates few postings. ,`,If

theOnlabe:qiesaurus has not been addressed, fiDA,Aceals the thesaurus look-Up
routine which computes the'similarity of.the arguMent with nearby terms in the
tbesaurus."The4ftction of thiS check is to .gii.re theYseateler information re-:

:'gardiUg the presence,nf like.or related term's wW,ch may bused as more pro-
ductive.search. arguments. This- routine i& similar to the zero set check.

6.1;7 Set Usage Analysis

'Threshold: number of intervening commands

This special action periodically reviews the set usage Leld of the SET
HISTORY file Checking for sets never referenced. The difference between ,the
current command-number and the cdmmaa number of the unreferenced set is com-
pared with the inte'rvening.cOmmand threshold.. If the C4:1,tical value is

exceedWrihe-searcher'will be reminded tha he ,has created but never used-
that particular ,set. The set usage cheek will'notlos invoked until the second

has been ptocessed. A

6.1.8 String Analysis

Threshold: absolute string length
Average string length

The string length cdUnter is incremented whenever a command is the same .

type ea iti predecessor., The counter is compared with the'threshold for the



.Current-tOmMapetype.

igi-aisplayed,to the', us
If the threshold is exceeded, a command - related message

era :14drceiiample=, if Many SELECTS have been entered,Ahet-.
at ..a 091.1BINEcommadd might appropri4ely refine.the

will not:Only.4ert the;:uaer to a potential problem but
latLof action, 4',4

. .

user'Vill be informed t
topic. Such a message
offenhip a-possible

.1

611.9 Cycle Analysis. 4 .
r

Threshold?..- absolute cycle length._

average Cycle length.

cycle ojgrOup,i4COmpesed. of st5in4s.which are, composed of commands.; of

thelame type. Tdbe included in a group, the current.strinktype of the com-
mand must be greater than.the strling type of the previous command. The cycle

check increments .avalue counting opmber of coMmands .n the '`cycle If the

COOnteribecomes greater'than the threshold value, IIDA sends. the searcher

'':message to.help hiM'modify his strategy..

6.140 Tiras Analyses

Thresholdfpombetof cycles

.014-

I

Acre pets are never COMBINEd or group assi ents 'are frequently chang*

tbere maztbe evidence of a pbenoMenon kno as thrashing. 'The thrashing'

check evaluates the nUmber.of group changes agaiist a critical rafib. IP
.number of cycles per total number of commands-is excessively high, an in-depth
analysis ,of 'search status'is u4dertaken. The purpose of the Aetailed evalu-
ation is the reduction of the number Ofepossible;tausal factors so that the
user can be idcurately informed of. prdblems. IIDA can viewprogrammaticlly:

a'
---. sets that have ever been referenced

'$

--- sets that haveonever been COMBINEd or seen

4 A

J

the use ofoomplex rather than
arguments

clusters tharchange frequ tl

of topic br separate search s
the clustering evaluatidO will
Version of IIDA. In the event
on term similarity is deemed a
second thrashing check will be

r
. V ,

scattered rather than systemat

created sets

'
When enouhh-ty1 ashiog has,occurmd

Veatiqn-lhelpful. A reviaw%Of strategy

equivalent simple

y indicating a change
(It is undeci ed whether
be implements i.n tbis,

that clusterif g based
rsignificantimpasure, a
built iptp the system.) .

is references to'' previously

4

to be not:ted, the user may find inter-

and set history may be useful:64'111M

11%

'"



IJ:J

thay prompt the User to decide Which set most closely resemble the desired
output and to consider what can be done with Wie set to improve it.

.

then work is being done to refineYthe methods fdiagnosing Orashing..-H7.

.1.11 Dwellin

Threshold: length of C-type string

Dwelling or overt refining a search is recogniied when a few sets are
COMBINEd in many w s or by an increase in the sizg.of sets as a result of

. COMBINEs. The dwelling snalysis is initiated wggri the C-string length is
greater than the expected length. The rdutinesp3oks at the referent sets and
ascertains whet.her essentially the same ones have been addressedt.perhaps in
variant expressions. A' further look at the Set Size assiRts INDA In judging
Whether the search is not conyerging but reworking the" same conbiwts.

Mien IIDA perceives dwelling statiid, interaction with theuser may be
justified. .Th6 objective is to encourage the searcher to understand what he
has dOne by offering him a strategy review and then to prod him to make
deCisidns'which-will bring his session to-a-medningful--conclusiom-

AIP.C.)/Th

The user ill be urged to look over hits sets (define! in the-review as
combinations f descriptors), to reeValuate his search, objectives, and to
(estimate haw far the 'generated sets are frOM his goals. He might be en-
cot&aged to, view a-few records if he has not already done so.

(A, second dwelling check related to similarity clustering had originally
been proposed as part of the IIDA system design. Dwelling status would be
established by frequent use of similar descriptors inCOMBINE commands. This. /)
analysis may be included in future versions.).

The evaluation of the dwelling and thra4shing thresholds and the subSequent
in-dlth analyses of these plAnamenott are subject to"modification.

6.2 Diagnostic Support Routings

6.2.1 Expanded Index Viewing Status

A

Thipiprogramcdetermines whether a desCriptOdpAaabeen seen in al EXPANDitor
'"RELATE" display. The DESCRIPTORS USED file is addressed by key, i.e., ,the
descriptdt. If the term is indeXed, it has at ,le been seen ih somefOrm°by

( the searcher. The descriptor recordis.looked up; the .usage field is examined li.
'to determine 'whether the term was the arglim,pat,Of an EXPAN4 or merely.seen.aS
a member of an EXPAND or "RELATO table. -

* . , 4

In some 'instanc,!s, the hbsence of the term in the index will be the motiv-

' sting fattor in calling the thesaurus look-up routine. The viewing status
routine is called from the zero set check threshold program.' .

A t.
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A misspelled term, .a desasiptor in the wrong form,lor an argument indexed
ap ected manner in the data base may be. SELECTed with unsatisfactor4

respits. -$11e7 earcher -has not lined' the EXPAND command.p.he will have no

knowledge of filial' ar but' slightly different terms nor of terms related to the

IIDA, invokes this suli-program 1./Inm...it becomes evident that the online

th saurus is not-being used and the search -is not progressineas well as the

sear would like. Ad EXPAND term is issued Afo,DIALOG. The resulting tabLe

is not displayed to the user but is subsequently ex min or root word, aim-
,

lar it y . The number of related terms is also noted; (Like fertile, are deter-

mined by the percentage of identical letters from the "left. of the des -eriptor

string. Related terms are identified by a non-zero entry in the related tdrms
column of the table.)

Iticiike or related terms appear to be present, the searcher is urged to

entetliTs own EXPAND commands. Although IIDA could easily inform the user
that this step has been done for, him and display the output, doing the
searcher's work for him would be aystem-defeating. The objective 'here is to

ass iatthe user-in-search- strategy formulation by- .increasing his knowledge of
.DIALOG facilities.

SELEGTed One.
. .



7. Eiercises and Assistance Mode

7:1 'Purpose of ,the Exercises

The plrficIse of exercise mode is to provide the student instruct on in the
use of DIALOG-in,the form of exercises controlled to Varying degree by the
computet. While,thu are gefierally aimed at User; who have had so mi
prior training (as littie as an hour) it will be possible for a highly AlIt'

motivated student user who is comfortable with computer use to learn DIALOG
from scratch through IIDA.

Thefirst exe;ise is a "canned" search. The
commandS he is to enter and simply told to typert,
times. Each is preceded by a short tutorial messa
the exercise are: (1) to show the student what a
the use of certain commands (i.e., the kinds of responses provideeby the
DIALOG System) and (2) 'to' familiarize him with.thegeneral structure' of, a
-search, and (3) to introduce the IIDA HELP command Enid its use

et'ia given). the specific

in at the.appropriate
The.basic purposes o

the mechanical results of

The second exercisehas as its purpose to, familiarize the student with the
se:Auenrcink of commands, disearch strategy, i.e., how to decide what commands
to use The student is controlled to some extent by IIDA, in that,he is.not
free to use any command he wants, at 'any time, but he has some freedom to
carry out the search as he wants. Thit exercise °involves the use of only a
limited number of DIALOG commands.

The third exercise introduces some additional commands, beyond what hare
been used so far, and insures that the student has some experience with, thbir,
use These win oxIbe introduced in three grps: (1) Variations on the use of
the select,command,(truncation, selectingby line number, from an EXPAND dis
play, and use of infixes in "text searchina,,,-(Z) Use of IIDA diagnostics; and
(3) Use of advanced teihniques such as stacked commands. IIDA wilt not ex
plicitly teach the use of other advanced, commandsYsuch as SAVE.

The fourth "exercise" isoassistance mode, in which the student operates on
his own without interference from IIDA unlesS'he invokes it or some probleth is
detected by. IIDA diagnostics.

, I")

7.2 Exercise 1

At the time this report is written, the design of the exercises lags the
design of the other computer programs. Hence, these sections on detailed
design of exercises are not as detaiI6d as those on other aspects
design.

of program



-The first, exercise will intrCidtice the fO/rOwing commandsexercise
.

to he student the'RIAWG response to them:
.

_.. . .

s
1

Poll ing introducfion of these commands, the student wil be introduced to
the4IDA, HELN2mmand and, asked to make use of it to rgtr ve a pet history.

Z1
display. He will also be told pbout'how he can use HELP fOr definitions of"
commands and to get "tails ot/c{onmand fornats.,

The firsrexercise will have,wo cycles. ^ During the second cycle, some
additional tutorial material will be presented and the student will be en-.

couriged to use HELP as needed or desired. During the first phase, the user
is introduced to'the basic DIALOG commands ( BEGIN, EXPAND, PAGE , SELE6T,
COMBINE, TYPE and \LOGOFF) . The EXPAND' cOttmand is used both for- browsirk'!. d

through the- index and to identify related search terds The SELECT co6nagd iis
used to choose two terms, which are then'combinednising the COMBINE comma4d
with the AND operator. The TYPE command is used to' examine thee-citations. ,i4

.

*

Next the IrDA H ELP facility\is'antroduced and the user-is instructed to -1g4

use it to review lereviously cuated sets. Upon exiting thJIDA HELP facil-
ity, the.uger is reminded to call the facility,Pwhenever needed, during the
remainder of_, the search.

4 ^

61 ,

\Review o pre/iously'created,sets provides a logical iintroducton to.the
second phase of the search because one of the preVious sets, ins' chosen for a .

refilneme t of search terms. The' commands used in the, firSt phase are used
agaiii to delude, the search.- C.

)1 ! 4 i

-"rhis,exercise does not 'operate in Socratic mode, asking guestionvmnd
testing answers. The stddenCinputs are commands, exaCtlras the student was
told to enter them, excerpt for HEM which, aftler its introduction, may be \
used whenever desired. Becauso the exercise takes the student Asteatich11),
through the basic commands needed to perform a Nparch and then Introduces'
HELP, those students who want to and have the curiosity to do so can "browse"
around in this mode and discover deialled explanations for all commands. We
expect hat those who are computer 'literate will find it intriguing to operate
this wa . It is not, however, alasic obiecti,Ve ol-IIDA to Provide this -

initial instruction, This .is a bonus.

At t e completion of the. first-exercise,ithe stilllent user will
I
ha..4e tried

all the Aic commands and will halie seen the kind of disp that, each gen-
erates. He wilt have been throughq oomplete two-cy0e sea chh He shokiLd

remember hat the basic commands do, but n9t,necessarieY 4erfectly. He should
remember how he can get the detailed Wormatio4ahe.Mayn6ed to oper'ate oplhig
own, thra gh,HELP.

B EGIN ' :1-

.SELECT::- (single term Only,Aut showing use of prefix and suffix)

EXPAMandBXPAND following a previousEXPAND to display
related terms..

COMBINE
TYPE or .DISPLAY
L OGOFF'

and demonstrate

-v.

4

A

't

.1
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. Exerdise 2

The second exercise presents the .student with a search.problem,and
Amato that it be approached in a certain way. The stud'ent will be led tO make
use of commmids in.the proper4equence, he may be given a choice ofd .

whether to SELECT QV EXPAND a descriptor, but- will not be permitted to try
printing a set before he has explored ,the use of the term selecting and ex-
panding commands. Then, he must make use of COMBINE and then, if he can jet."
non-null set with few enough recordsrAle may, be allowed to display. Within
each command types he can have discretion on which to. .i.e. whether. to
SELECT first or EXPAND, whether he needs to look for 'related terms or not.

The statement'ot the search 'requirement will include in it terms. which
should be looked up in a thesaurus; If the student fails to do this, the IIDA
system will have available to. it information oil'what might have .been found had
he done so and can use this to demonstrate. to the student what he might, have

. '

gained by EXPANDing- or EXPAND,EXPANDing. . v

The student' will be requifed to complete at least two cycles '0 r groups and
will be ro+ented %rom.cbmpleting more than four.L'Since the purpose of this
exercise'ls' to begin teaching strategy, we do not want to ilisk the user becom-
ing bogged down'because of poor choice of terms and having as a result, an
unsucceslfuI and' unenlightening search.

':'

At this stage, the stude/tt,will normally haw! per med a.reasonably suc-
cePsful search in exercise 2. (We cannot guarantee this, nor do we intend to
' ford'e students to gq th ugh the exercises in Prescribed order; hence the
adventurous mpy reach th stage in .'a number of ways.) Before letting him go
completely onhis own, he .11 be introduced to some more sea chlfommands or..

variations onothose he ows. There, will be three groups of v riations in-
,

troduced here:

1. SELECT variations, including: truncation, selection of terms by line
number 'from" an EXPAND display, and the use of infix notations to
perform text searching.- He will be ,given, in themanner of exercise
1, one command of each type to enter and wil4 be reminded of the
services of HELP.

e.

2-. IIDA diagnostics. Here, the student is given a com lete explanation
of all facilities available through help, such as r vielp,of set'
history (already done once), definition of commands, browsing 4firou h'
student perforMance^ data base r cords, and-moving to other 1 /

"exercises, He will be reminded that these fad' -s are not
general vailable through DIALOG. .,, .1

4, ,
i ---)

3, Sborthand notatione. for DIALOG commands. Her h 11 learn about
one- and two-letter ,cOmmacd ,abbreviations, the simpl fied notation
for ANDing or ORin several sets ,(COMBINE 1 g 5 /OR) :nd about
staeking commands lentaping sever at ane time, sepa by
semic6lona). 1 .

I 1
1 . N .

a



At this stage, the student should be ready-to begin
choosing, without tight IIDA,Controls.*.

7.5 ,Assistance- Mode.

As we have described elsewhere' the purpose of the Issistancdrthode.is to
enable the student user to make use of DIALOG without inteiruptiOnfrom IIDA.
However, the student ma invoke IDA assistance, through he HELP'commandiPand
TIDA may intrude itself .on him hen errors are detected. hfs mode. of opera-

.

tion is one in which we detect and correct errors or ineffective behavior; we
cannot guarantee to *do sa-nd weicannot tell the student exactly what, he
ehOuld :do to sol,Ve the .problem. As a "course," in the GAI sense, the essis-
tance tilde is tolerant and flexible. It alloms,the student to do whatever he
wants and calls upon various monitbring subroptines to detect and correct be-
havior,when necessary; it does not start of telling him what to do or hoW.

( 7.6 Approach to Exercile'Design

Interactive programs such as these can be, indeed must be, Aesigned in the

` imagination and then made into operat'ng computer programs. Their
users can be determined only after tr
with differ nt groups Of users (espek
or not the , iser is computer literate, whether or not familiar with the data
base being searched, and extent of prior experience in online searching.)

impact on
ial, and their impact May beidifferen1
illy important-'4istinctions are whether .

,

It_can be expected, therefore, that the,design of.these programs will
change after initial user testing. Unlike, the diagnostic programs, these are
"relatively simple,as, computer :programs and their change will not impose major

.delays on the development of the system.

4
1 Meadow, dharles T ad* Final Design Report.

4r
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Plana fOrCOMpUter. Program Production

Tale 871AhOWD graphically the plans forprogram implementatpi
Mayor prograM'elt.ments are:

1. Exercise Mode: Programs ,... cons,isting largely of. messages' to be

'sent to a. student and logiC for deciding when to send them.
0

1.1 Introductdry Exercise. This is entirely tutorial and
' is intended as a -quick refresher for h se 'having had some
brief experience or training..

ti

1.2 Limited Languag Exercise. This exercise proposes 'that ,the
student. carry o t a search on an assigned topi'c, using a

'limited subset f the complete DIALOG language and a, limited
version of IIDA diagnostics. It .is- Used to acquaia the,
student with the search as a prdcess and with HpA*iagnOs tics.

1.3 Additional, Commands Exercise. \This 'introduces or reintroduces
advanced Coh Ightdg to the student. It is tutorial in tone.

, 0
1

.
. v .. ,.,.

.

2. Assistance Mode. .This is the major mode-of IIDA hnd. the
,. .k,

c--
student to -carry out,anysearch , ._nr in 2.-s--owil-.4hobs-ing-,u any
feature :of the DIALOG "-language.

\ .

Diagnostic Programs

3.1 Parser. This program analyzes input from either the student
the search service or the communications network, tests
validity of .student inputs, anep'osts elements of messages
to various history files.

- ,r

3.1.1 User input parser
3.1.2 DIALOG input parser
3.1.3 Network input parser

I

3.2 Threshold Analyzer. This program ina 'the simpler checks.
0.P' poor student performance, in some rtfes triggering

t.messages rdireCtly, in others 'triggering more detailed
analyses.

3 In-Depth nalyses. These ate diEignos tic programs that take
longer to execute than tIlrelshold checks and are performed
only when *ndicated by' a threshold check.

I
1 4. HE - consisting of various facilities 'available to help.Alle'

student understand IIDA, his own perfo6nance, &r how to proceed
'with, a search.

4.1 Command EXplanations

_

'4.2 Diplay of Ast)ectS -of p6srch History

4.3 Change, of.,Mode' (into 6.41fferent exercise)

4.4- Explanation of Options Ai'ailsble

411

0-

7U,.



Control. PrOg4ms and Mndifi9Ation nfE0iTIT: .Using they LOKI.
system bsSe4 some changes are made Ito ACcomodate
specific .requitements. "

Student:Dsia tase:Design this encompasses. the data that
will be'reCotded.ShoUt. a student's performance. Included' is

:data used forpost-search analyses by IIDA staff or
Search'analysis by the student. .

System Testing -- this is testing for adherence to specifications:
It precedes testing the efficacy of the IIDA systeM:

7.1 Design of" Tes4 Plans

7..2 Execution of Tests

7.3 Revision of Programs

A

i.
A

e

va,



Program Element

,

'Exercise Mode

.1: 1 IntrodtiCtory 'Exercise :

1.2 Limited tangUage Exert ise

1,3 `Additional C omma Exe ic

2. Assistance Mode

3 . ':Diagno s tic R.rograms

3.1 _Parser

3.1.1 Use Input
3.1.2 DIALOG lnp'ut

3.4.3 Network Input

3.2 Threshold 'Analysis

3.3 In-Depth' Analysis

8ELP

1 Comma Explanations

2 Search' History

4 . 3 Mode change-

4.4 Options Aval

01).tritilgrnIS
'77: l' . ...:!K /[ .

Student Da VgtBase 'Design

--:1- Y'' ' - -'' _.-i...-.

7. -sYateM.T tiiilt

I'
,r

7.1 Design

7.2 Execution

7.3. Revision

' ot;r:0\I.
iggio;,..;,<;o:

' 000

.4..

Table 8.1 ComPUter PrOgTaill Produc t ion Sc.tledule

0

4

Dates

1979
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,coNTExT. 4MR1NGS IN Dk

. E'sph character ,position in the context strings indicate. an, aspect of the
search context. The particlaAr components ,o f4 the context strings Illiroposed for
sus4' 0 'the IIDA system" are lilted ,below,. These components _are A mixture o %
those .used in the CONIT system and .those 'propose especially fof the IIDA

.system The forreft 'pNsenting these, below 0 w ). lollow that giveli inWI-.
Appendix A of the CONIT report '(Marcus ,, p. '50). For each type of compoDent is
kisted: its symbolic tag (ST),,," t the number of characters it .contains (NC), the
character position in the context- string (C t9'; tlri_component .name (NAME) 9 and

.

a rest of the 'particular. component strings. themaibes. The project in which
the codilloriginatedis .2iven (in par-eaheses) ,after. the 'code's description.

sc

. .

.,
.k

ST NC CP NAME

- ,

A 1 Primary. Search Context
.i.

u: command framers er /(CONIT)
h: /HELP command rues ( IIDA)
m: mode evaluation 'ph ss ed . ( IIDA)

r: response-ffbm-rett ieva-1 system (CONIT)
a: threshold' and in-idepth 'analyses" ( 1 1 nip

f: front-end mode-caqerit7d instruction (IIIMO;
, 1111' a: special' error ,_conditiontion (6NIT)

$1 1-3 .2 -4 Connection Codes -
.

- not: not 'connected (CONIT)
4, 4. log: logging id. (CONIT)

con: connected (CONfT)
det: detached (CONIT) 7

, , 1

B2, Special and Frror Codes
- .

4

e

(strings in this group -replace the last 2.charaisiersA.4
of Bl under special and error conditions)

eq: user quit break '(CONIti
eh: phone line hung up (CONIT) °

ep: phone conne-cti on. not ma06 (CORM
ei: MULTICS i/o error detected (CONIT) °

nr:. expected nnmeral is missing (CON.IT)
e- tb: timeout 1 (cono* tiro

'tt: timeout 2 (CONIT)*
el: timeout 3 '(CONIT)t-

.

specifitc message-pointing errgr, indicat0e.

erAg- general error indicator ( IIDAY
syr: general' sent atti cal error (MIA)

zp: zero7ppsting6 error ( IIDA)
the thrashing error (,TIDQ
Ow: dwelling error (IIDAY ..'
id: gener , ih-delAY ahalyidt.requi red (IIDA)

' ,ao

*See the cON,IT Report, A13'.hendix A (Marcag-, . 50), for a farther explanaEiOn
of these timeout 4n;pditions..



NC,'

C 1 7. Network Conoediid 1171*:',
"none (CONITP ;

e: Telenet (CONIT)
%r Tymnet (poly)

'DI

2-
hq

$ elected .Searth ;

c:- canned sparch - ' first exercAe mode (.IIDA).
tir subset . sear oh - se-cond exercise Mode (IItIA)
f fUll search - 'third exercise Mode (IITA) '
at. assistance mode (IDA) .7'6 ' '

, <

Progratd-Conrolle4 Submode ...

let te'is in Order' a- 'sAoden of seArcli.,-(IIDA)
.

0-2; 8=-9° -;Command Indicators'
be BEGIN (TINA) / 3

s : SELECT (IIDA)Vc
ex: '1 EXPAND (TIDA)

, enirs EXPLAIN ( IIDA) ,,.

c:
, or., -TYPE ( iIDA)

. od: DISTI'Lia (rIDA/
0,

la .

,,.

op: PRINT ( IIDA)e '
dsii DISPLAY SETS ( JD:2A) ...-

, It:, . 'L'IMI7 (.IIDA) ,
pz: END (IIDA) .: 4

...

I. 1 1 4.** si tion 9 may be used' to indicate the type of af.gumenb.in the SELECT art
'' COMB IiIE comm alas . -, +..". -*\

"
...V*: r

'. 0-2 .10-11 Sequ e 'Number of LoicallY Linke d' Rules°
a). phanurneric ,c,ode's, :COINIIT & .P!DA)

. . 0

Refinements on these' context 'coo,des Can
abe expeCted when Jetta ,

-programming gets underway . , -'

. '±., ,
,,,, ,.,

14
.c 1: I

J
.1

. ° 9 7, , ' .

,

.4'

v ,5 lt. .7. .7
.

47°

-; ,- 4. ... . ... / .

-1 . 3 .{10 \
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APPENDIX 4.

- PARTIAL. LIST SPECIAL-ACTIONS

''Many Of -the :special-actions provided by CONIT will be kept' in the.:IIDA
iof tWare.. See Appendix *13 of :the CC/NIT report (Marcus p. 52) !,.Or a . list of
Many-of. the CONIT .special7ii,tions These. will be selectively kept or droppeil;1,
depending iippn whether tor'; IIDA needs them. '..11DA will add a large number :".

special7- ctiOns for i,ts ,overt purPoses.- Those listed and described below are
by no meants exhaustive of IIDA special-actions. Rather, they are intended to,
r'ecapit'ulate speci ohs.' 4:leS cribed as examples in thi report. 'They

.-'further, ,Sefve as starting poiftt for developing the full set of TIDA
special,actions.

HELP HISTORY MANAGEMENT

timerec:, records in the help history data- structure the entry time,' i.e.,
dint. at whick help Was requested.

..>huptrkte: updates the help history dada-structure with 'the last
. . . the user:in the.-'in.put stream.

h e .help8: formats, the IIDA.14;tory data-Structures arid sends them to,, ,
. the' user's terrain for printing

..... .
.f- htime:' Alt records the' curren6 time Into the help history data-,structure

and 'perf orals' the 'help use threshold analysis .
inhelp: , Aperforms in=depth analysis on the use of IIDA help.

1 -.,
A - -, .MEStAGE ST4Z.AGE AND COMMUNICATION
or-- , * :

entry:. of

s,
. stcomi:

: , .

d:

rsendc:

:cos:py

4/4 stores 'command input y. ser ,in 4t3 place in the cOminand,,historyby.,
.data strlicture, viz., _TEXT AC-HIST). - --' ._ _
copies the entire input stream -tq the
will later be sent to the hOq,t,if. the
b'e without errorsin all respects.

the host '.buffer to the DIALOG r
onrinues- processingTules in the tab

litt.copieS Ahe entire co tents of the ret
usef buffer. and sends 'buffer o .usevp

PARS,NG ARGUMENTS AND RESPONSES

hOst output buffer. This
comtsand is .determined

etrieval, system.and
le.
rieval system buffer the

gel:ler:al form:Of special-actions which pare the arglim.ent. 'of each
command type... This includes storing :the parts 'o'f. the argument
in the data- strneture and, in sortie .cases , .generating analytic-

,data. , ,

general! 'form of special-actions wbich pars e thd retr'ieva'l system
, t

r
respOns es fo r each type..of comm and - \This ,includes', updating the

vat icws ..data- structures . 1

SPECIAL7AGI/ON$ -FOLLOW I NG 'ERftrO,R5 '.._
IVo

.thsyn: , analyze; the threphOI'd of syntactical 'errors.
idsyn, analyzes in-r4epth.pateern.1- of .syntattical ..errofq.

-1 , .

.. q',ayerr: q', updates ,,t4 data, s.tPuctiire with 6., code 'indicating that at 4

..,
retiie;yArsystvmler.ror followed:tra'nSmibsimPof the-last ,command,...

,r


